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Opposition to the draft

Resistor criticizes new bills
are some unprecedented changes
being made: women are now being
Pacifican Staff Writer
included as prospective draftees, and
some of the bills are recommending
Oppose the Draft—Refuse to
exemption of the Selective Service
Register are words many of us have
System from the Privacy Act, which
heard in the past. Buty they may also
would allow the government access
become a slogan of the future, accor
to all personal records of potential
ding to Fred Moore, a former Viet
draftees.
nam draft resistor whospoke on the
Moore mentioned that the Armed
UOP campus last Friday.
Services Committee is "considering
Moore, who spent 17 months in
all of these bills," but that they will
prison for refusal to enter the draft,
probably only select one and modify
was at UOP as part of a speaking tour
it to meet their specifications before
°1 Northern California, in which he is
they send it to the floor of the House.
trying to encourage students to op
Part of the talk focused on the
pose the draft bills currently pending
history of the draft in America.
Moore stressed that conscription had
in the United States House of
Representatives and Senate.
never occurred in the United States
until the Civil War, having been con
The bill, which are approaching
ratification next month, could rein- • sidered against American principles
before that time. He added that since
state mandatory draft, registration
conscription has been used to boost
and induction for 17-26 year olds
military forced, it has only been in
throughout the nation, possible
voked once before during peacetime
beginning in October of this year.
when Truman called the draft rein
In his talk, Moore explained in
statement shortly before the Korean
detail the content of the bills.
War. Therefore, the passage of these
Although they are all similar, there
By Cindy Aberley

bills would constitute only the second ,
peacetime draft in American history.
When
asked
about
the
precipitating factors behind the
possible draft reinstatement, Moore
explained that he personally believed
the forces would be used to fight .
foreign wars in areas such as the
Middle East or Africa. He also added
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff are ob
serving the European theatre with
some apprehension about the
possibility of a Soviet invasion into a
country such as Germany, where
Americans are presently stationed.
In reference to such an occur
rence, he stated, "They realize that
the casualties in the first days and
weeks woould be extremely high, and
so they're thinking that we need to be
able to replace those casualties so the
draft would be there to achieve that
goal."
Moore, however, is skeptical
about such a situation actually oc
curring, and he further believes that
if warfare were to break out under
those conditions it would not be

fought in terms of person to person
combat. He says that a war of that
proportion would have to involve
some nuclear warfare, so the num
bers of individuals in the military
would be irrelevant, thus rendering
the draft unnecessary.
But will Americans oppose the
draft this time as strongly as they did
during the Vietnam era?
Moore
seems to think so. He explained that
already 600 students at Standord
have staged a rally in opposition to
the bills, and other universities such
as San Jose State have organized
similar action. He also added that
groups such as the Students for Liber
tarian Society are highly involved in
the issue, and movements are stirring
throughout the nation.
"People think of the sixties as an
angry era, but I think we are headed
for a much angrier era: the eighties,"
Moore explained. He does not think
anyone has forgotten Vietnam, least
of all young people, who might be the
potential participants in another
similar war situation.
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Community Re-entry Program

Support for mentally disabled
Gipson further described the
The care home skills that the
program as a series of practicums in
clients are taught consist of
which the student learns how to work
household
management; food
with and treat clients.
management, in which they are
The program at first had dif
taught how to purchase, plan, and
ficulty in being recognized as a men
prepare food; and money manage
tal health program because of its use
ment.
of students.
The program also has a token
Gipson stated tft.1l "The clients
economy. Clients earn a certain
themselves have started to identify
amount of points every time they
with the UOP program.
master a new skill. These points can
He said, "In 1972 we did not
then be exchanged at a later date for
have clients that wanted to move out
supplies such as food, clothing or
into the community."
household items.
The psychology department is
currently operating two experimental
care home centers on Stadium Drive.
The clients live at the care homes for
two months where they try out the
skills they have learned. The clients
are largely self responsible and are
only seen intermittently.
From the care homes, the clients
are then moved to federallysubsidized housing for the disabled.
Nitta said that before the UOP
program was initiated the care homes
were mainly inactive.
"The clients basically ate, slept
and watched T.V.," said Nitta.
"Now there is much more interaction
between the clients themselves and
the community."
Once the clients leave the
in outside agencies.
Brouwer added, "If Guy hadn t
won
the
program
they are encouraged to
"Perino
would
have
had to deal with these investigations
on
his
past
become
as
self-sufficient as possible.
recall
election
based
we could have continued with the
They can, however, elect to stay in
record," stated Bohy.
recall.
"The recall effort completely contact with UOP.
"Perino should have attacked the
The UOP program has a Job
overlooked
him as an effective
recall based on the charges against
Assemblyman. Perino is currently Finding and Keeping Club to help
him rather than bringing in outside
Ralph Nitta
working on important legislation clients secure a job, and a medical
agencies. This shows the immense
compliance
program
which
helps
such
as
finishing
the
cross-town
power an assemblyman has and the
Now there is a waiting list of ap
maintain
their
own
freeway, and to recall him at this clients
possible abuses of this power."
proximately 200 clients per year,
point
would
be
disadvantageous
to
medication.
Brouwer did admit that in ad
who want to enter the program. The
The Community
Re-entry
the district."
dition to the investigations the recall
program usually has between 40 to
Program originally started in 1972 as
Bohy
added
that
he
was
glad
the
effort was not getting support from
60 clients at any given time, depen
recall is over so Perino can concen part of the I & I (Interdisciplinary)
several local groups.
ding on the number of students
trate on representing the constituents
program.
He did say they had a lot ol
available.
Dr.
Martin
Gipson,
chairman
of
of the 26th District.
community support and that at the
The Community
Re-entry
the
psychology
department
and
As strongly as Brouwer feels that
time the recall was dropped, they had
Program was recently awarded a
coordinator
of
the
project
explained,
the
recall
would
have
succeeded
if
between 8,000 and 9,000 signatures
grant of $65,000 for a sports center
they had continued, Bohy feels that "we Wanted to be able to show stud
of the needed 14,444.
for the mentally disabled. The center
ents what it is like to work in the field
they
did
not
have
the
needed
support
Officially the campaign had un
will employ undergraduate and
and would not have gotten the of psychology."
til the middle of June to get the rest.
graduate
students
to
teach
Gipson
added
that
the
students
required
amount
of
signatures.
Bohy, although he did not work
recreational skills to the clients.
noW have more formal training to
Both
look
toward
the
1980
elec
directly against the recall campaign
The sports center is not part of
teach them how to work with clients,
tions as a means for voters to express
feels that Perino did not and woul
while in 1972 they just had orienta
their satisfaction or disatisfaction
(cont. back page, col. 41
not have needed to use his political
tion
sessions.
with
Perino.
influence to stop the recall by calling,

shelter.
The goal of the program, stated
Pacifican Staff Writer
Nitta, is to advance the mentally
A group of UOP Psychology
disabled person to a less restrictive
students are reaching out into the
level of care.
community to help the mentally
"In some cases," Nitta explained,
disabled make the transition from ihe "we are reactivating clients' past
protective environment .of an jr}skills, such* as how to clothe and feed
u ci.:.,i !vc.. In otiiet t-alies we are
stitution to the realities of da-y ro utiy
teaching them new skills as how to
living in the community.
Through the Community Re
hold a conversation or how to go out
entry Program, these students are
on a date."
Nitta described the program as
teaching the mentally disabled how
an applied behavior program in
to function in society as self-sufficient
individuals.
which they work with a particular
behavioral problem instead of the
The UOP Psychology Depart
cause of the problem.
ment was awarded a contract to
He added, "In the program we
operate the Community Re-entry
use
a teaching or instructional ap
Program by the San Joaquin County
proach as opposed to a theraputic
Health Care Service in 1977.
approach."
Ralph Nitta, director of the
The Community
Re-entry
Community Re-entry Program,
Program is a graduated system of af
defined the mentally disabled as a
ter-care. From the State Hospital, the
person who is "a danger to himself or
clients are moved to small group
others, suicidal or assaultive, or so
homes for adults called care home
gravely disabled they cannot provide
centers.
for their own food, clothing and
By Diane Hantz

Quad Commando
SOLE REMAINING MEMBER of the "Quad Commandos;" Jeff
I Hamerly, gives one final exhibition before he graduates.
Qua
Commandos" is a secret society within Raymond-Callison College
which once operated in full-scale behind the Eucalyptus curtain.
Many claim that at one time it was impossible to keep the Comman
dos out of any dorm — including Jessie Ballantyne.

Perino recall halts, debate continues
Two politically active UOP
^niors have found themselves on opNte sides of a local effort to recall
le Assemblyman Carmen Perino
^Stocktonf.
Although the recall effort was
Gently called off, Rick Brouwer,
•ho was co-chairman of the com"'Hei, Citizens to Recall Perino, and
Bohy, who was an intern in
Ws District Office and worked
0,1 his re-election campaign last fall,
have strong feelings regarding
therecall effort.
Brouwer had this to say regar'n8 his envolvement in the cam'a'§n; "I'm glad
d it. I learned
being co-chairman of the recall
"'mittec, especially how disen| anted people are with public of
ficials

ii

Brouwer continued, "I think we
"he correct in trying to have Perino
lulled, I'm sorry we weren't able to
'°w it through."
Bohy, who is currently a part> state employee in Perino's
I rict office, thought the recall et0rt was totally unwarranted- " l he
eca" committee presumed Perino
even before the trial," sau
IHy.

•iii,

"I feel that the recall movement
'®s Politically

motivated

he sent out just prior to the November
election.
Perino was later cleared at his
January trial of the more serious
charge of election fraud, and paid a
$400 fine for a misdemeanor charge
stemming from his failure to include
the name and address of the
originators on the postcard.
Brouwer explained that the recall
campaign was called oil because the
chairman ol the committee Andy
Guy, was being harassed by State
aeencies.

Guv a Stockton business man,

w a s r e i U ^ ' ^ - -

Resources Boara d"<i
Rnard
resulting
Relations tfoaru,

"One of the men from the Air
i Board even said that they
ReS°UrMRi!al y motivated. And, the
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the Labor R
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Inside this week

Pacifican staff writer Joe Annotti Interviews Tom Robin
son who appeared in concert
here Monday night. For in
terview and concert review
see page 6.

As the women's soccer
club winds up its first year,
organizer Jane Alhouse looks
back on the season. See
story page 17.
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ASUOP rule
dodges issue
Add to the list of political double-talk the term,

April 2 7 . 1 9 7 9

opinion

«>f the Pacifican charter which required certain publication

•publication board by a majority of the students voting at
^SUOP's spring election.
However, Chan does not qualify for the position since he
hasn't taken a college level journalism course.
;
In a written statement, Chan admitted that he didn't qualify

in his case since he is an ex-Pacifican staff member.
Under pressure from P a c i f i c a n staffers, the senate delegated
its power to the election arbitration committee, which in turn

[);i

because of persistent cramping
creased menstrual cramping,

made a decision for a "liberal interpretation.
Further, P a c i f i c a n staff members were not even notified of

Irregular Bleeding

Just Kidding.

Coaches knock Regent resolution

Columnist Mike Allen

future since it waives the requirement for academic background

text of the recent history of the Pacifican.
For vears, the newspaper was under direct control of
\SUOP, a situation that did not allow for smooth operation.
Part of the problem was that ASUOP officers were not in touch
with the field of journalism
Then, through some effort, the P a c i f i c a n charter was drafted
lo include two "expert" members required to pass a college level
journalism course.
That clause was intended to include members on the board
who have academic experience in journalism, and who therefore
are in touch with the field.
But. the recent action of the ASUOP senate precludes this
notion, and in the process provides a shaky framework for the
new publication hoard.
After all, the way to avoid regression is to stand by progress,
and in this ease, progress is the "literal interpretation" of the
Pa< ifican charter.

America needs
regular exercise
By Donna Smith
Instructor, Athletic Department
People are designed for physical activity. Often during
adolescence, college and adulthood, the activity of child
hood is replaced with habits of inactivity which become a
part of daily living. Labor saving devices add to this trend
which have made American people weaker and lazier than
they were 100 years ago.
As a result of this life style, there has been an increase in
degenerative and cardiovascular diseases, excessive weight
gain, back problems and mental illnesses. Also self-concept,
body image and self esteem of many individuals have suf
fered.
Even though habits of inactivity related to student's
academic progress must exist, it is of utmost importance
that these periods be balanced with periods of regular
physical activity.
In determining the effects of movement on intellectual
output, a group of medical students taking a four hour exam
were studied. One group appeared to write the four hours
without any physical interruptions such as getting a drink,
taking a walk or stretching.
The others fell into a group characterized by frequent
breaks and engaged in toe-tapping during the test.
The test answers of the inactive students showed a
general decline in quality as the test progressed while the
quality of answers of the active test-takers continued at the
initial level at the beginning of the test.
Regular exercise has been reported to improve coronary
circulation, reduce risk of obstructive arterial disease,
which all college students have the beginnings of, develop
heart and lungs ability to supply muscles with exygen
without strain and help maintain desirable weight, prevent
loss ol flexibility and strength and other deseases associated
with aging. It al so increases out ability to handle stress
situations which we know are always present in the life of a
college student.
From the reasons given here, it should be apparent that
regular vigorous physical exercise is not a luxury but a
necessity now as well as during the rest of our lives.
There are many ways to exercise, but a complete
program must meet the following criteria:
1. Frequency: 4 days/week
2. Duration: 30-40 min.
3. Warm up: period of stretching
4. Strength: for those areas deemed necessary
5. Aerobic portion: running, cycling, swimming, jump
rope, disco dancing or other activity that will elevate your
heart rate to about 150 for 20-30 min.
6. Cool down: additional stretching during which in
the first minute your pulse should drop 30 beats/min.
If students truly understand the purpose of a regular
vigorous exercise regiment and note the positive feeling
generated, more people will make fitness a lifetime com
mittment.

an
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under that rule, but he asked the senate to make a "liberal inter
pretation" of the charter, or in other words, to make an exception

trivial to some, it is much more important when put into the con
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•serving on the board.
Steve Chan, a sophomore biology major, was elected to the

in journalism, it also demonstrates a misuse of power.
While the point concerning a journalism course may seem
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"board members to take a college level journalism course prior to

prove the new charter.
The senate's decision not only sets a bad precedent for the
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By Dr. Werner
Medical Director
Coweli Health Cent(it

terpretation," ASUOP senate's newest dodge.
That dodge was used recently to essentially negate a portion

clusion the board had reached.
The P a c i f i c a n is appalled at the actions of the ASUOP senate
and the arbitration board concerning this matter, especially since
the senate was one ot three university legislative bodies to ap

pi)Cific^

Doctor'*
Advice

liberal in

this decision, but rather had to seek out a member of the board
weeks after the decision had been made to find out what con

ThePacJ

Tensions among UOP employees
mounted last Wednesday as members
of the Athletic Council voted unani
mously to overrule the Academic
Council's unanimous resolution to
oppose the Regent's unanimous deci
sion to grant 500 special admissions
this fall.
Almost ten people, mostly
coaches, attended the locker room
meeting which had only one topic on
its program—the frightening increase
in the emphasis placed on academics
at UOP.
A spokesman for the group said,
"Obviously the faculty just doesn't
know where we are or where we are
going as an institution.
"I don't see what they're so upset
about," he continued. "In my mind,
the admissions policy is very
reasonable. If a student possesses,
athletic talent desired by the Univer
sity, but does not meet the normal ad
missions requirements, then to hell
with
the
normal
admissions
requirements."
When asked if he thought this ad
missions policy would hurt the Uni
versity's enrollment, the spokesman

laughed.
When asked about the
school's academic reputation, all of
the coaches laughed.
The Council's game plan calls
for a massive letter writing campaign
and a meeting with Stan McCaffrey.
"If the special admissions are not
granted," explained one member of
the Council, "We will all submit our
letters of resignation at a meeting
with the President."
Some of the coaches, however,
indicated a willingness to com
promise hv limiting the special ad
missions to "aproximately" 450
students.
But other coaches disagreed
sharply. "We're in this thing to win,"
explained one of the group's more
senior officials. "If the faculty gets its
way, the University will be in serious
trouble athletically and morale-wise.
The next thing you know, they'll be
wanting to postpone the plans for our
Events Center."
He also predicted that some
coaches would be forced into
the position of bribing some of the
admissions officers. "That would be
very risky," he said, "especially for

the untenured coaches.'
"It's going to be financial suicide
for some athletes,
proclaimed
another coach.
Most of the coaches seemed to be
amused at one faculty complaint that
the special admissions policy was
only for athletes, but submerged in
double-talk. "That's silly," said one.
"Of course it's only for athletes. Who
else needs special admissions?"
A P.E. coach was just as upset
with the faculty's attitude. "I'm not
interested in the professionalism of
any
athletic
department
or
discipline," he said. "I just don t like
the faculty's high-handed attitude.
We don't make thieir scholars meet
athletic standards. Why should our
athletes have to meet academic stan
dards?"
When asked why more coaches
didn't show up at the meeting, one
member of the Council explained,
"We're having trouble getting the
coaches to take this thing seriously.
Most of them still think this whole
situation with the faculty was some
kind of a prank put out by the
Pacifican."

Letters to the Editor
Football booster
Dear Editor:
The Easter break should make it
possible for certain students and
faculty members to re-think their
stance on maintenance of high
quality education. It appears there
has been some inconsistency in
thought and a certain amount of
hypocrisy. For example, there have
been and continue to be some campus
programs where admission standards
are not fully met. Apparently these
programs have not lowered quality
education or they would have been
included in the attack. Why couldn't
other special admissions succeed for
athletics, music, art, drama or what
ever?
Secondly, students and faculty
have caused some lowering of quality
education by their acceptance of
grade inflation. Some even hold the
notion that pass/no credit encourages
high quality education for most
students.
If the concern is sincerely for
high quality education, the Academic
Council and Regents might: (1)
develop and implement effective
faculty evaluation procedures which
will ensure that only the highest
quality faculty member is retained
and granted tenure, (2) study and
correct grade inflation, (3) give
greater attention to student course
evaluations and student-faculty
evaluations making adjustments as
indicated, (4) implement a faculty
sabbatical that requires professors to
practice in our organizations and in
stitutions what they teach so courses
may be more relevant and of higher
quality andJ5) support a cyclic re
view of all courses and programs
with focus on quality making im
provements as indicated.
Perhaps the anti-athletic persons
are blowing the same old air dis
guised as quality control. Why not

give a few persons an educational
opportunity who messed up some in
high school? Their skills can give re
cognition to UOP, and we have
reached out to help some improve
their intellectual capacities. Their
continued enrollment would depend
upon their quality exhibition in foot
ball (or whatevter) and their academic
quality in the classroom. We both
can win.
The Academic Council would do
well to hold some of its spring
meetings at Billy Hebert Field wat
ching the Tigers play baseball. The
sunshine and fresh air might do some
members a lot of good. When I ser
ved on the council, fresh air would
have improved some of our meetings.
Yours for high quality in and out
of the classroom.
Cy Coleman
Chairperson, School of Education

Misquoted me

joke amongst myself and a few
friends. I will explain it to anyone
who asks.
Sincerely,
W. Stewart Cooper

Pardon me
Dear Stewart Cooper,
Your infuriation is my compli
ment. I remember you exclaiming,
"I've waited five years to be in the Pa
cifican."
I am
honored
that
you
meticulously constructed your
response. And I apologize for mis
quoting it.
You probably assume correctly
that I took editorial privelege by
changing "...feverish intercourse
between Bill and ludv" to that

Another problem with the
may be irregular and/or heaI
vaginal bleeding. The problem^!
•„ was f ° u l
creased bleeding and cramping^
to be more common in the
^charges against n
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The diaphragm method
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A Barrier
The diaphragm acts as a barrie ferung by non-memln
to the passages of sperm. It requim
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on the side of the diaphragm againi
the cervix. In addition, more jellyis
inserted each tirqe of intercourse
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The Pacifican
Editor-in-Chief
Sharon Fox

Dear Editor,
You severely misquoted me in the
March 30 edition. You reported that
I replied to your question man in the
following way: "I have a repressed
and amorous desire to be included in
the feverish intercourse between
Student Life and the faculty."
I actually said (and I saw your re
porter write it down verbatim or else
I would not have said it): "I have a
repressed desire to watch the
amorous and feverish intercourse
between Bill and Judy." It is un
known to me how you derived from
my true statement such inaccuracies.
First, I would never denigrate the
faculty or the competent members of
the Office of Student Life. I have a
deep respect and warm affection for
both parties.
And second, my
statement,
though
mentioned
public-ally, is a reference to an inside
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(j,0w reportedly struck McFadseveral times when McFadden
1g1the Archania emergency bell,
t incnident resulted in a serious
ge injury which left McFadden
vitalized for two weeks, but witges from Archania testified that
[injury occurred during a fall and
)latthe hands of Chow.
The Judiciary
Committee
icided to withhold placement of a
tter of reprimand on Chow's file
ring a probationary period of six
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cedure to be used when their bell
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SAE president Brad Short said
that he understands the committee's
decision as McFadden was in
toxicated and cannqt clearly recall
the entire sequence of events.
"Archania contends that Don
tripped over a bar, but Don doesn't
remember anything about a bar
although he does remember being
tackled by Chow."

According to his creator, Zero
was made out of boredom. He was
not part of any fraternity prank. The
character was a take-off from
Frankenfurter in The Rocky Horror
Picture Show. In an interview with
Zero, who asked to remain
anonymous, he states that "Zero was
a person who was daring to do
something different that no one else
had done.
"I did not consider to be vandalistic—nor a 'glory seeker', not to
mention a prowler. Many of the
students of this university knew of my
true identity and if I had any attempt
to do damage, it was quite clear that
it could be traced to me.
'Although there was no mystery
involved with Zero, it was a crazy
stunt on the whole. I believe in how I
am ; that I am perfectly straight by
moral values and that those who have
associated with me will speak the
same."
Zero was a UOP student who is
currently on withdrawal from the
university since last semester.
"My permission to be on campus
has been revoked for the remainder of.
this semester (if not longer). An at
tempt to have permission reinstated

Short questioned why, in spite of
previous discussions of the incident,
no one from Archania mentioned the
bar until the hearing.
"We weren't even aware that
there was any doubt that Dean Chow
caused the injury. We asked them for
some proof that the bar was there,
but they just responded, 'You prove it
wasn't.'
Short reported that McFadden is
back on campus in a full cast which
will remain on for two more months
at which point further surgery will
indicate future treatment. "At the
least," he said, "the rehabilitation of
the knee will take about a year."
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tis The 1979-1980 ASUOP budget
n| "ill be up for approval at Tuesday s
Laje meeting at 5 p.m. in the Red-
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^our ambitious re
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pxlRoom.
I The senate finance committee
Wmmendations will be available to

and teachers will begin at 9 a.m. in
Albright Auditorium of Wendell
Phillips Center and conclude after a
noon luncheon.
The 10 high schools involved in
the program are Franklin, Edison
and St. Mary's from .Stockton, Lodi
and Tokay from Lodi, Linden,
Jackson, Tracy, Ripon, and Bret
Harte from Angels Camp.
While their teachers are learning
about safety in the lab, the students
will be competing for awards in an
examination designed to test their
knowledge of chemistry.
The purpose of the day is to give
society members and UOP chemistry
faculty the opportunity to meet with
high school chemistry teachers and to
give the students a chance to demon1 state their understanding of the field.

was denied by an administrative of
ficial.
"Although they may have done
so, and I will be facing charges soon,
I wish to make it perfectly clear that
under no circumstances do I consider
myself to be a threat to the students."
"By far I feel that this revocation
of this privelege is merely to show
that the administrative force is, in
fact, attempting to respond as
opinion for all of the students."
Zero, with an apparent flair for
dramatics continues: "I do not seek
admiration nor sorrow for my deeds.
I am prepared to make amends for all
that I have done. I express my
apology to the sororities and to the
fraternities and I ask that they please
offer much consideration in what to
do in my behalf.
"I do not believe that the charge
for which I was cited was unjust and I
am prepared to meet with the con
sequences.
"As ^ I have in part learned my
lesson and ask that the students of this
university speak out on the Zero in
cident."
The case is now pending in court.
So end the antics of the infamous
Zero, but his mark remains.

1
Dawn F. Sa"
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A professor from each of the
university's undergraduate schools
and colleges has been selected by the
UOP chapter of Mortar Board to
receive an excellence in teaching
award.
Faculty presented awards by the
student honor society are: Marjorie
Bruce, Raymond-Callison College;
Dewey Chambers, School of
Education; William Dehning, Con
servatory of Music; Donald Florid-

dia, School of Pharmacy; Robert
Knighton, College of the Pacific;
James
Morgali,
School
of
Engineering; Randall Rockey, Elbert
Covell College; and Horst Sylvester,
School of Business and Public Ad
ministration.
These awards are the first presen
tation of this sort to the faculty to be
made solely by students, according to
Andy Bassetti, a Mortar Board mem
ber.

WANTED
Men and Women
To work on the ASUOP Social
Committee for 1979-1980

UOP students, professor •Earn A Salaried Job
attend education meet
•Gain Valuable Experience]
Environment,
stress
and
curriculum was the focus of an Early
Childhood Education conference in
San Diego attended recently by four
UOP students and their professor, Dr.
Robert Morrow.

Seminar on
heart disease
One of the leading ltillers,
coronary heart disease, will be the
topic of a seminar Tuesday at noon.
Scheduled for the patio room in
Grace Covell dormitory, the session
titled, "Coronary Heart Disease: the
heart of the matter," will be led by
Dr. J. Conner Sutton of the physical
education department.
Sutton will discuss prevention of
coronary heart disease through blood
sampling and studies. Other topics to
be discussed include cholestrol level,
diet and exercise and triglyceride
levels.
All faculty, staff and students are
invited to attend.

The weekend meeting, held last
month, was the state conference of
the California Association for the
Education of Young Children.
The conference began with tours
of various Early Childhood programs
in the San Diego area. After the
tours, conference participants were
free to mingle through the multitude
of
exhibits,
view
numerous
educational films or spend the after
noon touring San Diego.
The year 1979 has been officially
named the Year of the Young Child,
which was the theme of the entire
convention.
Students attending the,confer
ence from UOP were Janice Haydon,
Diane Wilsey, Kristy Courtland and
Shelley Dick.

lie public Monday at noon in the
N OP office.

THE ONLY REQUIREMENT IS
INTEREST!
Leave Message at ASUOP office
OR CONTACT

GregSpencer:
946-9064 or
946-2233

BOOK CLEARANCE SALE!!!

ASUOP posts
open
Applications are now being ac
cepted for three ASUOP directorships
for next school year.
Position openings are in the areas
of social, office of information and
fairhousing. Call the ASUOP office
at 946-2233 for more information.

Publicity
Booking Events
Management
Stagework
Box Office

Unprecedented
April 27-May 3

20 % OFF
ANY* BOOK IN STOCK
•except Pharmacy Books

enle that the error

Faculty awarded
by Mortar Board

LSAT

YOU CAN SCORE HIGH WITH
EASY CASSETTE HOME STUDY
• DON'T WASTE TIME & MONEY
ON SEMINARS
• LEARN IN LESS TIME AT
LOWEST COST

Includes all remaining spring textbooks!

BEmies
WINES

Please Note: Course book information for upcoming
terms and semesters will not be provided
NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES
ON TEXTBOOKS
NO REFUNDS ON DICTIONARIES, STUDY
GUIDES, OR REVIEW BOOKS

& L I Q U O R S / F R E E ICE CUBES

• 9 HRS. OF CASSETTES
•455 PG. WORKBOOK

**•*••••••••••••***********************

' SIMULATED LSAT EXAMS
• EMPHASIS ON BASIC SKILLS,
METHODS. SHORT-CUTS

^ 40 Different Imported Beers

• NEW EDITION FOR LATEST EXAM
• FREE SAMPLE LECTURE

if 10 % Discount on Cases
Beer, Wine & Liquor

• AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING
CASSETTE REVIEW
• TOTAL PRICE $99.95
See It Exclusively At:

ALSO
New Selection*Lower Price

BOOKS
BY THE POUND

• kegs
if Good selection of spring waters

TOLL

FREE

59c lb.

1-800-874-7 399

In Fla. call collect 904-376-8261

^•

AVAILABLE
NOW

AT

Loca

ted at March Ln.& Pershing
in St. Mark's Plaza

Student caps and
gowns are now
available

Advanced Campus
Electronics and Records
Grand Opening April 30

GRAND OPENING APRIL 30
To Celebrate

Berkey Photo Has
Authorized Us To Offer
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With the x-tra large
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REGISTER TO WIN
COLOR T.V.

SONY JOINS OUR CELEBRATION ALSO
WITH THESE VALUES
STEAL A FEW MINUTES
EXTRA SLEEP
WITHOUT
GETTING CAUGHT.

THE CLOCK RADIO
THAT DOESNT GO
) SLEEP TILL YOU DO,

EASY BEDTIME
READING.

KNOWS THE SECRET
TO GOOD RECEPTION
INSIDE AND OUT

A Sony ICF-C810W Dream Machine is an FM/AM
electronic digital clock radio with a special Dream Bar
that lets you grab up to 9 minutes extra sleep. It also
has a 24-hour preset alarm system, easy-to-read
illuminated numerals and a front mounted speaker for
full rich sound.

AC INPUT
TAPE COUNTER
HIGH/LOW TONE CONTROL

our reg. price 39.95 Now 36.88
'<#3

COME ON IN AND SEE THESE
Fine Values From SONY

VOLUME CONTROL

LED REC/BATT INDICATOR
BUILT-IN ELECTRET
CONDENSER MIC
RECORD BUTTON
REW/REVIEW BUTTON

PF/CUE BUTTON
STOP/EJECT BUTTON
FWD BUTTON

EARPHONE JACK
REMOTE CONTROL JACK
EXTERNAL MIC INPUT JACK

TC 62 Cassette Recorder
Reg. $54.95 Special 48.88

2-^^dvanced Campus Electron
University Center
Stockton, California 93pll

(209) 946-2329
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Electronics
Calculators
Kecords
Tape Supplies

• Department of the
University Book Store

College coed places suicide note in paper
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Columnist Tim Bunce

m s pot grandma
•/

Editor's Note:
Tim Bunce is a 1977 graduate of the College of
the Pacific and currently resides in Ojai. He wrote a
column for the Pacifican titled, "View from the Pit"
during his three-year stay here as a resident of SouthWest. This is his second contribution this spring, the
previous one being his column on The Pit After Grad
uation.

~ Female, 21, student, gives
lf
se t ree weeks before popping pills
or suicide. If you know good reasons
^hy I shouldn't, please write P.O.
Box 131, Litleton, Colo."
When Arapahoe Community
Gollege student Dyan Smith placed
t is ad in a Denver-area student
paper, one student respondent
a ready had her second-guessed.
What a terrific way to get a term
paper done!"
he wrote Smith.
Damn good idea!"
Smith had, indeed, placed the ad
in the Collegiate Camera in Decemer as part of a project for a "Man
and Death" class at ACC. But the
project
idea
the sophomore
psychology major had chosen ar
bitrarily began to pose "problems
with ethics. Smith's doubts started
when sincere, concerned replies
began to pour into her post office box.
1 began to think,'Do I have the
right to subject these people to this

local disco as remedies for her
in 1969, and Smith wanted to find
anguish and the sharing of very per
"despair."
Still another said he <
sonal emotions?"
out if her plea for help would get the
would personally advise postponing
same responses as his had ten years
The matter was further com
suicide to "see if the Broncos go to the •
ago. Her idea was to see if there
plicated, Smith recalls, when, at
Super Bowl."
would
be
differences
between
"the
about the same time Smith's
Most, Smith said, wrote to,
'we' generation of the sixties and
"suicide" was planned, a Denver
suggest she "look at other people's ,
the'me' generation of the seventies."
woman called a local T"V station
problems to see how lucky she was"
According to her data, there is.
threatening suicide. The woman,
Whereas only 58 percent of the Har
or to "turn to God."
who refused to identify herself or her
Smith's results also differed from
vard student's respondents included
location, spoke for almost two hours
the
Harvard
study in that over twice
addresses
and
phone
numbers
where
with KBTV personnel, who at
as
many
males
responded as females.
they
could
be
reached
for
help,
88
tempted to dissuade her. When the
percent of Smith's respondents gave The male Harvard student experien
station publicized the call, several
ced an exact reversal of that ratio.
that information.
people called to suggest Smith as a
Smith did receive one negative Smith said that some of the males
suspect. The real suicidal caller, in
assumed she was despondent over a
reply (Get more pills, set a date, and
cidentally, was never located.
break-up with a boyfriend, and asked
I'll
join
you,"
the
letter
read).
But
When the respondents thus
her for dates in their letters. "Seems
other
replies
provided
Smith
with
discovered the ad was a hoax, several
like a kinky way to get a date,"
some "very interesting" reasons to
wrote back expressing hurt and
Smith mused.
carry on. One letter advised her to
anger. "I felt bad," Smith said, "but
read Slapstick, a novel by Kurt VonI'm glad I did it."
For one thing, the 49 respondents negut, to find out Why life was worth
living. Another suggested "visiting
provided an answer to the reason for
Montana of Coors Brewery, or dan
Smith's experiment
A Harvard
cing to Saturday Night Fever" at a
student performed a similar project

Summer session
dean hired here
Dr. Lawrence R. Murphy, direc
tor of non-traditional programs at
Western Illinois University, has been
named UOP's first dean of continuing
education and summer sessions.
Murphy, selected in a nationwide
search, will assume the position this
summer.
"We are very pleased to an
nounce this appointment because of
the success Dean Murphy has
achieved in developing nontraditional programs, not only at
Western Illinois but throughout the
state of Illinois," said Dr. Clifford J.
Hand, UOP academic vice president.
/'We are hopeful he can help us
develop programs in areas like the
Holt-Atherton Pacific Center For
Western Studies because of his
k
scholarly achievements as
historian."

GRANDMA MARIJUANA
Tim Bunce
"Shoot if you must this old gray head;
But spare the plants in the back yard"
Judith Lowry, the late octegenarian actress who
attained fame as the acidulous Mother Dexter in the
late television series "Phyllis," had her first exposure
to the public eye in a poster which was widely circu
lated in the late '60s and early '70s—in which she
posed as a Grandma straight out of Grant Wood,
toking blissfully away on a freshly rolled joint, with
the ingredients and paraphernalia shamelessly
arrayed in her lap. Talk about the Shape of Things
to Come.
On February 26, Lois Faulkner, 68, was arrested
along with her 63-year-old brother in Simi Valley,
California, and charged with possession of
marijuana for sale, and selling marijuana to minors.
Quoted in several local and metropolitan
Southern California newspapers, Ms. Faulkner
claimed she became an adherent of the happy herb
two years ago, when she began brewing herself a
restful cup of marijuana tea as a remedy for high
blood pressure, and other complaints of old age.
Quoted in one newspaper, Ms. Faulkner stated that
as a cure for hypertension, "I tried to smoke it, but I
couldn't—it hurt my lungs—so I made tea out of it
and that worked. Honey, those high blood pressure
pills the doctors were giving me like to kill me."

The new dean has directed nontraditional programs at Western
Illinois since 1976, and this has in
cluded some projects that extend
throughout the state.
He also has taught history at the
Midwest university for nine years and
published extensively in this field.
Murphy holds B.A. and M.A.
degrees from the University of
Arizona and a Ph.D. degree from
Texas Christian University.
At UOP his duties will include
responsibility for extended education,
summer sessions, University Without
Walls, intercollegiate bachelor's
program, and study tours.
He also will coordinate all con
tinuing education carried on by the
professional schools on the Stockton
campus.

Grad notices
available
Graduation announcements are
on sale in the COPA office, Bannister
107 between the hours of 1-5 daily.
Seniors, if you have already
bought annoucements and need
more, stop by the office.
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MANPOWER'
TEMPORARY SERVICES

An equal opportunity employer

ASUOP Loan Store Equipment
DUE: Wednesday, May 2, 1979
a

Between 9-11 or 12-5

Unique, Nostalgic, and Specialty Items
Many Collector Items With Good

ASUOP REFRIGERATORS

INVESTMENT POSSIBILITIES

DUE: Sunday, May 6, 1979
University Center

Send: 50c (deductible with first order)
To: Frank Louis
P.O. Box 548
Allwood Station
Clifton, New Jersey 07012

Between 9-1

DON'T LUG THAT STUFF
HOME THIS SUMMER
Instead why not store it with your local Bekins Moving
& Storage Agent?

iMiahrys
piZZA

U.O.P. BAND UNIFORM FUND

g>tjak£p's?i??a jparlot
1000 W. Kobinhnod Drive

them—I just broke down.

The Pacifican has un
dergone several changes this
semester, from format to office
remodelling.
The University
community is invited to meet
with the staff during an Open
House this afternoon from
3:30 — 6:00 p.m.

Talk to Manpower.
We've got summer job
opportunities for office
temporaries. Typists, stenos,
receptionists, and more.
Work as much as you
want. Or as little. It's up
to you.
There's a Manpower office
almost anywhere you're
spending the summer. Stop
in and we'll plan a job
schedule for you.

CATALOG

her youthful admirers.
"These kids need cheer and are so
depressed-they come to me because I entertain
them...These kids, some of them were on a g
and all kinds of hard dope when they came to
•
And they begged for that marijuana and I gave

Pacifican
Open House

How to find
a summer job.

• Turn it in before the 2nd and avoid being fined!!!!
' • No Loans after the 28th of April!!!!

Items Include: coins, stamps,
antiques, artwork, comic books,
old records, old magazines, old photos,
books, buttons, and many other.

Ms. Faulkner earned her current woes with the
law, and the sobriquet of "Grandma Marijuana
when she began distributing her home remedy to
local high school students. Ms. Faulkner's Sum
Valley residence was a focal point for groups of
young people, paying calls to Grandma Marijuana
for nerve medicine and to hear recitations of ribaId
poetry and songs penned by Ms. Faulkner Only
about half the time, Ms. Faulkner cla'ms dld she at"
eept payment for the parcels of joy she doled out

not what people tell us to c o.
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Stockton

478-3121

little as $9.00 per month.

Open 11 A.M. l)ail>

This coupon is worth $1.50 discount on
any Family size pizza or $.75 on any
Double size pizza. (Tax included)
Shakey's will donate $1.00 to the U.O.P. BAND UNIFORM FUND
for each coupon received.
one coupon per pi/ia

On Tuesday, May 15, 1979 we'll have a van on campus
ail day so that you can bring us your stuff on a conven
ient, no hassle basis. This "Storage Package" costs as

offer expires 8/31/79

HUARACHES
SHOES"

$36.

We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the goods you
leave with us and all you have to do is pick up your
storage next Fall.
A large green and white Bekins Van will be parked as
follows on May 15th:
• 8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.
North side of the University Center
• 1:00 P.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Parking lot in front of the Carter House

Birkenstock's
Footprints
1205 W. March
Lane 477-2955
(West side of Mervyn's
in College Square)

We're the different moving
company
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton, California 95201
(Adjacent to the 1-5 Freeway and the Stockton Deep Water Channel)

466-1515
Bekins ICC MC 52793. PUC CAL T-7231 8.
Pacific ICC MC 3500. PUC CAL T-15221
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Tom Robinson livens up UOP
By Joe Annotti
Pacifican Staff Writer

The Tom Robinson Band got 150
UOP students off their tails and dan
cing last Monday night, transforming
the Raymond Great Hall into a ininiHammersmith Odeon. For a rock
and roll band to do that on this cam
pus is a feat in itself.
Robinson, a member of the
British New Wave, is on his first tour
of the States and for the most part is a
veritable unknown. Not any more.
The first half of the show was a
rock and roll exercise.
Robinson
played and promoted his new album
(TRB Two on Harvest Records) and
moved through a lot of up-tempo
tunes, allowing the crowd to warm
up to the music and personality of the
band. His innocent grin and friendly
manner between songs helped the
audience begin.
The four piece band was sharp
and well-practised, led by Danny
Kustow who, despite some electrical
problems, power-chorded his way in
to the heart of the crowd. At times,
he looked like a playful kid just out
there for the fun, but on occasion he

transformed himself into a demon
like figure twisting his black Les Paul
into a cacophony of noise and energy. (
Robinson showed incredible
timing and intelligence when he t
began playing his more controversial
songs. He dedicated "Glad to Be
Gay," his British hit, to the memory
of Harvey Milk and then, jokingly, to
Anita Bryant and John Briggs.
The band began playing with
passion — Robinson eyes blazed and
his voice took on an emphatic power
backing in the first half of the show.
The clenched fist treatment of
"Power in the Darkness," the title cut
from Robinson's first album, and
"Ain't Gonna Take It" brought
raised fists and raves from the loyal
following. This isn't protest rock or
political rock; this is passionate
rock—one man transmitting his
feelings to many through his music.
Tom Robinson has a future, but
more than that he has a NOW. He
speaks as a man up against the wall,
not as a god on a pedestal. He knows
what he has, and what he has to do —
and he does it.
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The musical—like good slapstick
comedy—has noUprogressed well in
terms of film. It has to adapt to the
present and be made cinematically
relevant to the age in order to sur
vive. Otherwise, it can only be re
cycled as a novelty, which would be
the Kiss of Death to this art form,
making it as archaic as a silent
movie.
Director Milos Forman has at
tempted to update the musical film
with his adaptation of the Broadway
hit, "Hair," the allegory of last
decade's famed "peace and love
movement." While much of the film
has an auspicious "hit & miss"
quality to it, Forman scores several
times, and often a bull's eye. Of
course, it is not without its problems.
Problem number one is the
material itself. "HAIR" arrives to
the screen about seven years too late.
The spirit it so desperately wants to
revive becomes mere retrospect.
While they are hardly in the same
league, this picture is much like
GRFASF. in this respect. This unfor
tunate realization hurts the film's
potential.
Yet another problem is that there
are moments, occurring mainly in the'
first third of the movie, when Forman
chooses to use the overpowering
music subliminnlly, contradicting

what he focuses his camera upon,
such as with the opening number,
"AQUARIUS." It begins as an in
troduction to the sub-culture, but
then it drifts
then it drifts onto an entirely different
tangent in the middle of the song.
Later, however, the image and
the music begin to coincide, making
the effect extremely strong. The title
song, "HAIR," confirms that the
musical cinema is still viable. It
crackles with energetic creativity.
This is also true of the "BLACKBOYS/WHITE BOYS" number, a
cornedic high point.
The pluses in favor of "HAIR"
begin to add up. Twyla Tharp's cho
reography, when Forman showcases
it, is superb. It flows naturally with
the mood, characters, and story.
The highlight of the cast is Treat
Williams, an actor who is controlled
dynamite, ready to explode at any
given moment.
Beverly D'Angelo fits in beauti
fully with her ultra-attractive looks
sitting atop an imperfect body, the
combination
being
extremely
desireable.
John Savage is also quite good as
the disillusioned draftee, though his
role isn't clearly defined and he is a
bit too subtle for the part.
"HAIR" should be seen, for it is
an ambitious undertaking that suc
ceeds for the most part. Forman had
the guts to take the chance, and if
that represents what he wanted this
film to convey, that says quite a lot.

As far as the Academy Awards
go, 1 predicted Best Picture, Actor,
Director, Song, and Foreign Film.
That boils down to a score of 5 hits, 3
misses. I missed the boat on Best
Actress, Supporting Actor and Ac
tress. What can I say? There's no
such thing as a sure thing.
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Pacifican Staf
as a politician or a rocker?
A: I
I think
think I'm
I'm a
a rocker.
rocker. You see, Barry
, Man,low wouldn't consider h%,:
Probably the i
political either - but he sure as hell is. It s all a question of how
to define it. I'd be naive if I said I didn t have a stance, an underlying % {feeling at UOP's K.
mitment for the music, but you can't ask people to pay money to see a
prjday night was
and stand there with a guitar in your hands if you're not gonna deliver.
'Those expecting
ionally mellov
Q: Coming from the British New Wave do you think Americans can under.
tvear
Ifive year old
of rock >
stand your political stance and views?
soothing
ballads,
bu
A- ^depends on what sector you're coming from. 1 think the same shit
.
.
Since
then
r0L
k
going down here as in Europe, particularly in the bigger cities. Also if w

happen to be an agricultural worker times aren t very tr anquil at all. Exactly
the same stuff is going down only here the perception of it is more succe^
Photo by Andy Bassetti

Once upon a time, soon after the
initiation of sound, the movie musical
Itecaine a staple in the film industry
and, ultimately, king at the boxoffice, a reign that spanned several
years.
It came to a (joint when the
majority of these were written specifi
cally for the screen.
By the late
1950s, the market began to dry up
and the number of musicals dwindled
down to basically adaptations of
proven stage shows, primarily from
Broadway. In this decade, one could
almost count the amount of musical
films produced on one hand.
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Tom Robinson on stage in Raymond Great Hall

Pacifican Staff Writer
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'Hair' brings the 60s
back to the screen
By Scott Cherney

An interview
with
Tom Robinson

Album review

Van Halen II
Warner Brothers
By Tim Jones
Pacifican Staffwritcr

The trouble with putting out a
great debut album is that it is hard to
top the second time around. Too of
ten the strategy used, to insure an even
better second album is to evaluate the
highlights of the first, inflate and
multiply them, and pack 'em into the
second.
Musical recipes are rarely
enhanced
by
overdoing
key,
engredients. Delicacies, like garlic,
applied sparingly, are no longer del
icacies when disbursed without
restraint, and too much of the good
things from Van Halen I spoil Van
Halen II.
In particular, guitarist Edward
Van Halen. The man is the rock in
carnation of Paganini himself, the
demonic violin virtuoso whose feats
upon the instrument seemed so ef
fortless that many believed super
natural powers to be at work. Like
Paganini, Edward is a wizard of the
left hand, and his total command of
the electric guitar demonstrated on
the first album caused a nation of
jaws to drop in disbelief.
But whereas the teasing hide-andseek nature of his style provided some
of the finest moments on VH I, the
new album is saturated, and con
sequently bogged down, with his
blazing leads.
Essentially the band is a trio with
a lead singer, and this is not ar
tificially covered up with excess overdubbing; what you hear is the true
live sound. A high power instrumen
tal trio requires so much of the
players, and yet there is nothing ex
ceptionally strong about the drums or
bass in VH; clearly this thing is
driven by Edward.
Non-stop pumping iron can
become a losing proposition in rock.
Like drug tolerance levels or expan
sionary fiscal policy, more and more
is needed to get even the same level of
satisfaction, and a point is reached at
which demands cannot be met. VH
has set new standards of heaviness,
but they risk being crushed under
their
own
enormous
weight,
especially since new and very viable
alternatives such as The Cars, Cheap
Trick, and The Police are proving to
be a satisfactory fix for jaded heavy
metallensia.

VH II features only one cover
tune (non-original) "You're No
Good" which, like "You Really Got
Me" from VH II is one of the
strongest points of the album. This is
indicative of a certain lacking in the
composition department. It should
be noted that VH has done the nearly
impossible by maintaining an album
on the Billboard Top-50 for an
astounding 70 weeks ^ more, and
putting a second album high on the
charts immediately after relaease,
all without the help of a real AM hit.
VH I and VH II are very parallel;,
almost every selection on the former
can be identified as a remake of a
song from the latter. A significant
new twist is introduced, however, by
Edward's solo "etude" on II. Unlike
his solo on VH I, this one, "Spanish
Fly," is done on acoustic guitar. This
might indicate a first attempt at
broadening horizons, which may be
in order if this donosaur wants to
survive.

year at UOP the gro
made a rapid progrrn

more popular top 40

blanketed by the media.
Q: Do you think TRB will achieve commercial success in the state?

This is not to sa
L
as undeveloped or
A: It depends on what kind of scale I guess. Like, hey Elton John didn't think
contrary,
I
he was gonna be like Elton John until it happened to him. You can't really Le
capability of becomi
worry about these things.
dominant name i
Q: Is that what you're hoping for?
*
progressive
rock see
A: It isn't my immediate goal, no. My goal, if you like, is longevity. If I could
has
now
taken
on
carry on the current success of the band, which is enough to even come ad

play here and have an audience of 100 or 200; carry on playing the music w
like, paying the rent, and eating...If I could continue that for 10 or 20 years
then I'd be a happy man. What more could you want?
Q: A lot of people have only heard of TRB through press releases and album
reviews. They immediately think — Tom Robinson, he's gay, he's a protests
etc. But with the second album your being homosexual seems to have moved
to a side issue. The media don't seem so concerned with that and have begun
realizing your music, lyrics, and political stance as an individual. Am
remarks on this change?
A: I'm very pleased, I mean it's only a personal preference. The rest of tie
group ain't even gay. Why should they be? People have this misconceptionit's like saying that everyone in Joni Mitchell's back-up band has to be a
woman. As I say longevity is the main- concern and in that respect the music
has to stand up for itself. You can't stay around eight or nine years on a wave
of publicity.
Q: What are your impressions about playing at a small, conservative |
like this. There may be only 100 people here.
A: It s a bit like church — you play to the votive and try to reach the uncon
verted. (Laughing) I hope the people that come enjoy it and I hope the onev
that didn't come are real pissed off and wish they had.

Judy Chicago brings unusual art to SF
By Cynthia Murtland
Pacifican Staff Writer

The Dinner Party, conceived and
organized by Judy Chicago is not
your typical art exhibition. More
than anything, the show is a record of
women's achievements through
history and expresses the need to have
women's contributions to society pre
served to inform the unaware and in
spire the future achievers.
Judy Chicago began organizing
the exhibition in 1974, and it has
taken her five years of dedicated
work to produce the show.
She
couldn't have possibly completed it in
her life time had she not received the
cooperation of many women and
men-of the art community.
The work consists of a large
triangular table set with 39 place set
tings honoring women of both mytho
logical and historical importance.
Each place includes a personalized
ceramic plate complimented by a
ceramic set of silverware and a
ceramic chalice.
Each setting is
placed upon a, hand embroidered
runner which identifies the woman
the setting honors.

statement upon viewing the plate set
ting honoring the women of more re
cent times. The surface of the plates
are no longer flat but rather reflect
the increasing activity of women
through the raised undulating surface
of the plates.
The mix of traditionally female
methods of aftistic expression, such
as embroidery and china painting
reinforces the ideas Judy Chicago is
trying to impart to the viewer. She
states, "I thought that if I could con
vey women's history through art in a
way that could change people's ideas,
I could make both women's exper
iences and women's art more
significant."
The use of conventional methods
of expression honors the traditional
role women have had in the arts but
^ovative use of these techniques

implies the progress women have
made. The domestic immplication®
the table setting also infers the trad
itional role of woman as the host®
rather than a participant at imp0'
tant social event.
This exhibition is one of the
largest feminist art works create 0
this date. Many people worked W
hours to present the ideas of ]u
Chicago, but it would not have bee
possible without the support of1 (
"National Endowment for the
and "Through the Flower, 3 n°j
profit corporation dedicated to#*
change through art.
The exhibition is availab'e
viewing, daily, at the San
Museum of Modern Art through J ^
17. Entrance fee is $2 genera A
mission, $ 1 for students and se(U
citizens.

The table sits upon a raised tiled
floor called the "Heritage Floor" and
bears the names of 999 women who
have also contributed to the role of
women in history.
Judy
Chicago
should
be
recognized
as
a
master
of
organization, and she should be
commended for inspiring a con
sistently high quality of productivity
on the part of her co-workers.
There is a continuity present in
the show through the use of a butter
fly motif in the designs on the
ceramic plates. The butterfly is in
tended to be viewed as a symbol
liberation.
The butterfly symbol
develops and emerges into a strong
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Kalapana

By Dale Johnson

^ P^ple >
Probably the most dominant
„lv ' "n ^rlyj'S'
, '' ",0,,ey to se,,? C0I>1- Idling at UOP s Kalapana concert
K"nna de|iv a\ iprjday night was "SURPRISE!"
Lose expecting to hear the
n k A ^
S C n
n Nut.
traditionally mellow sounds of the
five
year old rock group heard not
1 ^>nk the «
a
soothing ballads, but awesome hard
b,R#®r cities.
Since their appearance last
rock.
> ,r*"»quil at ail 'Vpf you
year at UOP the group has obviously
made a rapid progression towards the
more popular top 40 rock image.
vv "»the state?
This is not to say that the music,
'N 1 ',on John didn'tdl nas undeveloped or immature. On
1° him. You
•
Kalapana
has
«u can t really Ike contrary,
capability of becoming a much more
dominant name in the national
£iN !,>n«evity- if i couij jrogressive rock scene. Their sound
,,OU*h »o even come
ias now taken on the quality and
'"J Paying the music,
•• that for 10 or 20 years

style
r»f Santana,
cnnu„. Toto,
^ . Jour
-style shad**
shades of
ney, L.A. Express, Gino Vanelli, and
Bread.
The seven member band com
bined three guitars, bass, drums,
keyboards, three synthesizers, sax'
and vocal to form a very unique
blend of sales, jazz, pop, and rock.
I he blend was obviously appreciated,
bringing three standing ovations and
two encores.
Always in the footlight was
David John Pratt, one of the group's
founders and lead guitarist, who
proved to be one of the finest in
strumentalists to visit UOP in a long
time.
Lead vocalist Malani Bilyeu was
excellent vocally as well as
dramatically and reed player
Michael Paulo gave the band a big

[,rm rp,ea«s and album
he h gay, he's a protest,
«n<l vents to have moved
v*'h that and have begin
«* an individual.' to

•fereiu-e. The rest of the
ive this nnsi-oncepdH
t'k-up band has to be
in that respect the music
I or nine years on a wave
mall, conservative place

il try to reach the uncon» it and I hope the ones

art to SF

Photo by Mike Allen

Kalapana returns to campus
with new hard rock sounds
Pacifican Staff Writer

»!q

concert a. ,he ConselvalorT

UOP student Keith Metzger

Photo by Mike Allen

tight "Tom Scott" sound. Paulo,
along with Pratt, dominated the solos
with tenor, alto and soprano saxes as
well as covering background with
synthesizer.
Much of the material performed
Friday night was from their latest
album "Kalapana III" which has not
been released in the U.S. yet. Some
more memorable charts were also
played including "Naturally," a tune
from their first album and one of
their best "mellows."
The only problem that the con
cert did present was excess volume. It
seems that the mixing technician suf
fered from one of the hazards of the
profession, deafness. Too often the
vocals were covered or distorted by
the band and the overall volume was
just plain excessive.
Possibly,
someday someone will realize that an
auditorium the size of our conser
vatory does not need speaker systems
ten feet tall to get good clean sound.
Opening the concert wastUOP's
own, Keith Metzger, and band, in
cluding Paul Vaughn on congas, Ross
Perry on bass, and Tony Ho on har
monica. The quartet played a variety
of pieces both original and popular.
Metzger's "Keith Carradine" voice
dominated the performance and
could have used some background
voices of equal quality. Tony Ho's
talent for bluegrass showed exten-,.
sively but the constant sound of the
harmonica reminded us that there
can be too much of a good thing.
Although the group did not fit in
to the professionalism of a group like
Kalapana, it did prove that talent for
pop-rock music does exist on our
campus.

The Little Wood That Could:
The rumoured supergroup under
construction by the rythym guitarist
of a well-known moss-resistant
mineral matter is now a confirmed
report, although details about the
linc-up have been exaggerated.
Stacks bets that the primary building
materials will be stone and wood,
and that there is a good chance that a
veteran mason will be doing some of
the bricklaying. Watch for The Bar
barians at Oakland Coliseum around
May 21. An album has also just been
released, produced by the venerable
Roy Thomas Baker.
His Aim Was True, But His Band
Was Hard To Believe: Stacks still
can't get over the supreme irony of a
recent discovery.
New Wave
forefronter Elvis Costello's back-up
band on his first (and best) album was
hardly the pimple-faced mod-rocker
' riot casualties The Attractions, with '
whom he works now. It was none
other than Clover, a laid-back, coun
try-rock very hippie band from
Mellow Marin. Clover's every aspect
seem to embody the complete an
tithesis of Costello's rabid intensity
and whole cynic-infested raison
d'etre. In other words, wow, what a
karma mismatch.

Photo by Mike Allen

Pacific Dance & Electric Co.
THE PACIFIC DANCE & ELECTRIC CO. will wrap up National Dance Week
with a performance on the University Center Patio today at noon. The
UOP dance company will also present a concert on May 5 in the Conser
vatory Auditorium.

(Cont. page 9, col. 4)

, Photo by Ann Miyoshi

'Playboy of the Western World'
THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD will be presented by the UOP Drama Department in the Long Theatre
tonight and tomorrow night and May 3-5. All performances begin at 8:00 p.m. and tickets are $4.00 general
admission and $2.00 for students, faculty and senior citizens. The play is an Irish farce-comedy and is the final
production of the year by the Drama Department.

Circus Vargas brings happiness to thousands during annual visit to Stockton
By Sue Keenom
Pacifican Living Editor

Circus Vargas returned to Stockton last week for its annual visit and with
it brought the magic that thrills the kid in all of us, whether we are age 2 or.
102.

The world's largest Big Top was filled to capacity during the gala opening
night premier and thousands of spectators from all walks of life held their
breath in awe through the kaleidoscopic circus on parade to the traditional
clown acts and the world renowned triple somersault.
The Royal Bengal Tigers delighted the audience with their playful antics.
These normally ferocious animals affectionately hugged and licked their hap
py-go-lucky trainer, Harry Thomas, who also managed to stick his head in the
mouth of one of those awesome creatures without blinking an eye.
The various trapeze artists amazed the crowd with their in the air antics,
including The Flying Padillas, a family of three from Mexico, who have per
fected the sensational triple somersault. This was truly the highlight of the en
tire show.
And then there were the clowns. What would the circus be without those
hilarious pranksters? As usual, young and old alike delighted in the up and
down antics of those men with the funny faces.
Even the circus has succumbed to "disco fever." The Herriott Family,
and their disco-dancing horses hoofed it up to the popular tunes of "Saturday
Night Fever," and the horses never missed a beat.
a
Senor Antonio shocked the audience with his amazing one-finger balan
cing act and swinging on the trapeze balancing only with his head.
Also entertaining were the Tangeir Troupe, with their exciting Arabian
tumbling act, Los Gauchos, bolo dancers from Argentina, Miss Janet and her
purebred Samoyeds, Horace, the gorilla and his trainer Mo, and the highwire
balancing act of the Albulet Brothers.
In all, over 20 highly entertaining acts delighted the entire crowd from
beginning to end. Also popular were the free elephant rides at intermission.
To top the evening off, 12 elephants weighing in at approximately 8000
pounds each saluted the crowd with their touching "Long Mount."
To sum up the feelings of the more than 3500 happy and contented circus
goers who trudged slowly out of the world's biggest top after the grand event
was over, I asked five-year-old Cindy what she thought of the circus, "I just

Elephant rides at intermission

Photo by Mike Allen

1

love it!" Don't we all...

Editor's note: For those of you who missed Circus Vargas in Stockton, the big
top will be in Modesto. this weekend
Photo by Mike Allen

Senor Antonio

"W..hv Mike Allen

Harry Thomas and his Royal Bengal Tigers
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By Janet Jordan
Pacifican Staff Writer

Last week I discovered three ex
ceptional recordings of various
classics of classical music which
deserve places in any record collec
tion.

Sr. Piano - Richard Frazier - Con„,„ a
8:15 p.m.
' rVdtl)'7 Auditorium -

Schubert's Fourth and Eighth
Symphonies (or the "Tragic" and "Un
finished Symphonies) performed by
Zubin Mehta and the Israel Philhar
monic are as distrinctively Romantic
and familiar as Smetana's famous
Moldau,"along with five Slavonic
Dances by Dvorak, by Istvan Kertesz
and the Israel Philharmonic (both
London labels).

"The Playboy of the Western World"
- L»ng Theatre
8:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 28
J. William Harris Lecture & Student Award, .
U.Cen.
Theatre - 8:30
Multi-Cultural Festival - Knoles Lawn - 10 00 a m
Print III Photo Contest - U.Cen Gallery - Reg. Hrs."
ASUOP Film - "He•roes
- U.Cen. Theatre - 6:00 & 9 : Q()
p.m.
UCPC Awards Banquet
U.Cen. Redwood Room - 6:00
p.m.
"The Playboy of the Western World"
- Long Theatre 8:00 p.m.
Street Dance - Fraternity Circle
Sunday, April 29

But the most inspiring and
provocative of the three is Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskae and the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra's inter
pretation of Brahms' Fourth Sym
phony on Quintessence.
It suc
cessfully conveys the virtues of
Brahms' sensuous and refined style,
which distinguishes him as a master
of this art.
Often the events behind certain
works are just as fascinating and
compelling as the music itself, and
may even be directly responsible for
their popularity or reknown.
Theoretical knowledge of classical
music isn't necessary to appreciate
the many moods the composer wishes
to communicate.
After studying in Vienna last
year, where Brahms and Schubert are
more alive today than ever, and
visiting Smetana's and Dvorak's
homeland and the Moldau River in
Prague, I began to realize that my en
chantment with these composers is
more than coincidental. Their magicand the enduring quality of their
music stems from the conviction each
composer-has to expression of his in
nermost feelings of joy, sadness, or
nationalism in times not so distant as
they seem.
Schubert's Fourth Symphony
was completed when he was only
nineteen years old. The title ol
"Tragic" was Schubert's designation,
which seems too somber for such a
young man, yet the character is pen
sive and tinged with sadness. It may
lack the polish of later works and is
not considered a masterpiece, but by
no means is it immature, and the
slow. Andante movement is often
reua rded as one of his best

Senior Studio Exhibit - U.Cen. Gallery - Reg. Hrs
Multi-Cultural Festival - Knoles Lawn - 10:00 a.m,-6:00
p.m.
New man Student Community Barbecue - Newman House
ASUOP Film - "Heroes" - U.Cen. Theatre - 3:00, 6:00 &
9:00 p.m.
*•
American String Teachers Association Honor Recital Long Theatre
Mass and Penance Service - Chapel - 7:00 p.m.
Alumni Band Concert - Conservatory Auditorium - 7:00
p.m.
Monday, April 30
Senior Art Exhibit - U.Cen. Gallery - Reg. Hrs.
Sr. Theory/Composition Recital - Gerald Gaxiola and
Belinda Gascon - Conservatory Auditorium - 7:00 p.m.
Mini-Course—Disco Dance I - Great Hall - 7:30 p.m.
Composers Club - Conservatory Aud. -8:15 p.m.
Anthro Films - "Yesterday - Today" - U.Cen. Theatre 9:00 p.m.
Asian Alliance Meeting - U.Cen. Redwood Room - 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday, May 1
UCPC Meeting - U.Cen. Program Planning Center - 4:30
p.m.

Folk Dancing - Elbert Covell Centro- 7:00 p.m.
Guitar Concert - Steve Litchfield - Chapel -8:15 p.m.
Tuesday Night Film - "Caza (The Hunt)' - U.Cen,
Theatre - 9:00
Rathskeller - Lei Day - Time - TBA
Wednesday, May 2
Pharmacy Late Registration with $ 10 fee
Senior Art Exhibit - U.Con. Gallery - Reg. Hrs.
Sophomore Piano - Elizabeth MacDougall - Conservatory
Auditorium - 7:00 p.m.
Ballroom Dance - South Campus Cafeteria - 7:00 p.m.
Mini Course - ECKANKAR - WPC 134 - 8:00 p.m.
Sr. Voice - Nancy Gray - Conservatory Auditorium -8:15
p.m.
Finale Night - Center 1 heatre - 9:00 p.m.

'Brahms Symphony No. 4'
"The Unfinished Symphony"
may have been left incompleted on
purpose. Schubert intended to add
the remaining two movements, but
put it aside in frustration several
times. Fortunately, this has proven
no loss to us. As one critic said, "Like
Michelangelo's unfinished master
pieces, it strikes the imagination with
more force than the most complete
and polished artistic creations." In
deed, its continued popularity is un
derstandable.
Smetana and Dvorak are noted
for the nationalistic tendencies of
their music. Each assimilated and
captured the spirit of their people
during a time when Bohemia was
ruled by the Austrian Empire and an
tagonism was apparent on all sides.
Smetana's "Moldau" is one of six
symphonic poems comprising a cycle
called "My Country." It depicts the
beauties of the Czech countryside,
and the unique quality of this piece
can only be called "seductive." This
power of expression continues to in
spire his people with the same special
significance and liberatine force.

'Tragic' and 'Unfinished'
Where Smetana's approach is
reminiscent of heroic legends,
Dvorak is more direct in invoking the
vivid dances, folk songs, and
emotions of the Czechs. These short
works are spontaneous, uninhibited
arid rhythnncally varied. The overall'
electrifying 'effect, however, is
determined primarily by bright and
abrupt shifts in orchestrations which
sometimes border on being crude, yet
are not unsuitable to their lively
character.

ture Hall - 10:00
Inter-Varsity Booktable - U.Cen. Patio - 12:00-4:00 p.m.
Ballroom Dance Class - South Campus Cafeteria - 7:00
p.m.
UCPC Film - "Song of Ceylon" & "The Cow"
U.On.Theatre
"The Playboy of the Western World" - Long Theatre -

'The Moldau'

8:00 p.m.

Tips for drive-in moviegoers
at

f" 1 lives, announcing spring as a
fining attraction, there are a few
Hter ways to enjoy
Wit air than

the pleasant

to visit

a

drive-in

Kic theater.

I hose who have never basked in
ji1 pleasures of this All American
lri1i,of entertainment are missing
fmpthing in their lives — namely
Perhaps the major appeal of outw movie viewing is the freedom
W comes with being in the sanctity

your own car. You can talk, rant,
[ a v b Hoot, holler or whatever to your
itl|e

heart's content. The great part

S t all this that you won't disturb
Y

rest

of the audience, unless you

pkle to park close by another party
enjoy firebombing autos for

N?Hs. In other words, don t go
Terb<>ard.

J 1 Personally take bizarre pleasure
1 dewing bad movies in drive-ins,
*hether they be kung fu chbp-and^ epics, car crash extravaganzas,
lr even something like The Exorcism
these
• 'Hp Cheerleaders. To rip
run-ms to shreds by partaking in rui
commentary is a won er u
*lease of tension. Perhaps I should
'Ititi
this as a new form °
^Vchiatric therapy, calling 1
W
!
' Drive-In Move Cestalt
tl ^ched
^'hod.

•

To fully enjoy your evening
the drive-in, prepare yourself by
following these simple steps:
;
1) Pick the appropriate movie.
Cheek newspaper listings for
something that you might consider
fun.
Here are some recommenrtations* The Swarm (Irwin Allen s
laugh riot), Good Guys Wear Black
(lotsa action), any Walt Disne>, liveaction film, and any movie with the
word Girls in the title, i.e. Moonshine
Girls Naughty School Girls, etc. An
Ingrnar Bergman film tends to lose it
outdoors.
2) B r i n g Munchies. I his must be
Snack bar prices are a bit
stressed,
SO hit your local market
too high,
Who knows what item
in«oT
.w
mi g
won't be able to buy at the
you
movie
3,

Go with good people.The
exwill be much more en-

penenee will be

fed by

it.
,hose MC
who ca .PPrecWe
PP
k"

you

may

y

f

Who
^

«ve, g«. around .0 wab
They're not called

o^iS'fer nothing, y'know.

on along and join*e
rituaL°f tb^nutsVboitnd to turn
that Going
j.jj j,e there,
up sooner or later' ""
front row center, ready

any time.

attack at

"The Unfinished Symphony" was
completed in 1822, just six years
before his early death at age thirtyone. It surpasses the Fourth Sym
phony in harmonic intensity and
breadth of melodic line, at which
Schubert instinctively excelled. The
theme in the first movement is one of
the best remembered of all sym
phonic themes, and continues in a
restless, wandering motion until the
peaceful beginning of the second
movement. But it, too, is essentially
wistful, then stormy and melancholy.

Spring concert
The spring concert featuring the
Pacific Wind Ensemble and Univer
sity Concert Band is scheduled for
Sunday, April 29, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Conservatory.
A special attraction of the
program will be senior soloists Keith
Bohnet of Lodi and Jim Altizer of
Glendale. Bohnet will perform with
the Wind Ensemble in Gordan
Jacobs' "Fantasia for Euphonium
and Wind Ensemble," and Altizer
with the Concert Band on "La Virgen
de la Macrarena."
The Wind Ensemble also will
play "Fanfare" and "Allegro" by
Clifton Williams, "Tersimetrics" by
Donald White and "Comedians'
Galop" by Dimitri Kabalevsky. The
concert Band will perform "The
Roman Carnival Overture" by Hec
tor Berlioz, "The Seventh Seal" by
Francis McBeth and "Jubilance" by
Caesar Giovannini.

Newman House has scheduled a
barbecue for 2:00 p.m. on Sunday,
April 29 to provide a closing to
spring activities.
The event is open to all persons at
UOP who have been connected with
the Newman Community during the
current school year.
Food and refreshments will be
provided.
A $2.00 donation is
requested.

Berry b'fast
The 48th Annual Strawberry
Breakfast, which is sponsored by the
Anderson "Y" Center, will be held on
Sunday, April 29, between 8:00 a.m.
and 1 p.m.
The breakfast will be served on
the lawn south of Anderson Hall, and
will feature strawberries, homemade
biscuits, sausage, and jam.
The public is invited to attend.
Tickets are available at the Univer
sity Center Director's office and An
derson Y. The price is $1.50 for
adults and $ 1.00 for children.
Income from the breakfast goes
to help support the "Y" program on
campus.

One act plays
Two evenings of one-act plays
will be. presented by the UOP Drama
Department directing class on
Tuesday, May 1, and Wednesday,
May 2.
On Tuesday, "Adaption," by
Elaine May, "Two's A Crowd" by
Willard Simms, and "Epiphany" by
Lewis J. Carlino will be presented.

TTtE MOLEVSU
. .
« 8*>-<>A <•»».

Thursday, May 3
Pharmacy Late Registration with $10 fee
Senior Exhibit - U.Cen. Gallery - Reg. Hrs.
Film - "The Last Days of the Dolphins" - Faraday Lec

As the warm weather re-enters

:ge 9

By comparison, Brahms' Fourth
Symphony is the most intensely
powerful and memorable ol these
selections because of its subtlety, con
tinuity, and complexity.
This
representative work of his mature
style is amazing in a theoretical sense,
rich in melodies, harmonies, rhyth
ms, modulations, and motivic
development, yet what is most ap
parent is the sense of balance and
direction in spite of sharp contrasts
between movements.
Brahms is distinguished from his
contemporaries by the thought-out,
introspective, and slightly restrained
character of his music in a time when]
virtuosic displays were fashionable.
Nevertheless, the. conscious attempts]
at drama by others could not com
pare to the drama Brahms achieved]
through skillful control and impec' cable taste.
In the Fourth Symphony,
Brahms never loses sight of his kin
ship with past influences, yet adds
new and daring innovations, such as
the unanticipated beginning of the
first movement and the extension and
expansion of the finale. This sense of
nobility is self-evident. After listen
ing to this work many times, one
thing repeatedly comes to mind:
"Brahms' Fourth has class."

"The Questioning of Nick" by
Arthur Kopit, "September Song" by
Alex Gottlieb, and "Zoo Story" by
Edward Albee will be presented on
Wednesday evening.
Curtain time is 8:00 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre. Both evenings of per
formances are free to the public.

Quilt exhibit
Nearly 20 well preserved rep
resentatives of patchwork quilts are
currently on view in the Pioneer
Museum and Haggin Galleries
through June 3.
Several of the quilts have an in
teresting history or are of outstanding
design. All were made at least fifty
years ago with many dating from
around 1890. Californians made
some of them, others arrived here
among the belongings of 19th and
early 20th century settlers.
The most spectacular example on
view will be the "Hardman Quilt"
which is considered by authorities to
be among the finest specimens of this
type of folk art in existence in the

United States. Many requests have
been received to place this quilt on
view. The detailed applique of
flowers, foliage and elaborately em
broidered scenes of a Victorian
house, steamboat, animals, etc. is a
marvel and provides an unusual
record of life more than a century
ago.
This show is the first of a twopart series on American Quilts from
the museum's collection. The second
series will be on view from August 5September 18, 1979, in the museum's
Upper West Gallery. The Pioneer
Museum and Haggin Galleries is
open to the public without charge
every day except Mondays 1:30-5:00
and is located in Victory Park, 1201
North Pershing Avenue, Stockton.

Tokay players
The Lodi Tokay Players will
open "Vanities" their final show of
the 1978/1979 season, tonight at 8:30
p.m.
"Vanities" is a Comedic character
study of
three high school
cheerleaders as they progress from
high school graduation through
college and into adulthood. The play
covers an eleven year time period.
Due to the explicit language in
"Vanities," the Tokay players
recommend matdre audiences only.
Performance dates are April .27,
28, May 4, 5, 11 and 12. Curtain
time is 8:30 p.m.
Admission is $3.50. Reservations
may be made by calling the Pine
Alley Theatre 369-2752.

Finale Nite
Finale Night at the Rat will be
held on Wednesday, May 2, begin
ning at 9:00 p.m.
The all time favorites from the
various Amateur Nights that have
been held throughout the year will be
featured.

Eckankar
The
ongoing
minicourse,
"Eckankar, A Way of Life," will hold
its concluding lecture on Wednesday,
May 2, in room 134 of the Wendall
Phillips Center. The lecture will
begin at 8:00 p.m.

Applications for
Editor-in-chief
Students interested in applying
for editor-in-chief of The Pacifican
for the coming academic year, can
pick up applications in the Com
munications department in North

In

completed forms must be
turned in by May 3. Interviews will
be held the following Monday. Can
didates must have completed
college-level course in journalism
with a 'B' grade or better to qualify
for the position.

Don't Miss

FINALE NIGHT
In The Rat
May 2nd, 9 p.m.
See the best of the amateurs
in the playoffs

See "Captain Lead and the Letdowns"
"The Outlets"
"The Beatoffs"
"The One-Man Zepplin Band"
(Cont. from page 7)
and others
Brit's BBC Bans Bleached Blonde I
Band's Brand of Rock: Looks like a j • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••A"*****

Wot's Opp'nin'

case of police discrimination inl
England. By the police? No, Of the I
Police.
That band's hit single I
"Roxanne" has been declared inap-l
propriate as to its subject matter, but I
you can be sure that it s more com-l
plicated than it seems. Stacks sur-l
mises that such sham pseudo-|
censorship is possibly a sagatiousl
sales ploy to stimulate a mysteriously!
slow and subdued acceptance in the!
U.K. which has puzzled the band ever!
s i n c e R o x a n n e t o o k off e v e r y w h e r e j
else.
But,
then
perhaps
thisl
speculation is complete conjunction!
and reduction of my first alliteration|
with my last; that it, B.S.

FUN FROLIC
AND LAUGHTER FOR ALL
Come Play God...
Toss around the Earth Ball
New Games Tournament

"Tiger Fest" Sat. April 28
Knoles Lawn 2-3 p.m.
FREE BALLOONS!

April

Thepacific ^&P*Cifican
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University of %CIT
Texas Instruments
electronic calculators

a *

Advanced C

featuring

in 9

T V s Big Five!
Slimline

advanced slide rule
calculator uuith programmability

electronic slide-rule calculator
SR-40

25

AC6'S tCUt
o s

Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments

Texos Instruments

TI-55

scientific calculator

; Specifically designed
for today's students
on the move, with
52 functions and
up to two years
of normal opera
tion on a single
set of batteries.
Sugg. Retail

r

Successor to the
SR-51-II . • • with
Calculator De
cision Making
Sourcebook.
Sugg. Retail
$50.00.

A full function sliderule calculator
combining power-*
ful capabilities
and economy.
Sugg. Retail
$24.95.

And

ht

$32.95 .

Mi

NOW *40.00

Ill
O

Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments

portable
electronic calculator

'58

Programmable

Tl Business Analyst

Offers an outstanding
range of up to 480 steps
and up to 60 memories.
Use pre-recorded Solid
State Software mod
ules or invent your
own program. Sugg.
Retail $124.95.
Ask about Tl's
Free Sourcebook
offer!

ol

Interchangeable
Solid State
Software Module

NOW >99.95

I

CANON P10D

Makes solving j fi
nance, economics,
business manage
ment and general
business math
problems faster
and easier.
Sugg. Retail
$30.00.

What more
can you
ask for?

NOW

Dun
AA Sis after

>26.00

Alkaline Batteries

Canon .Quality,
Canon
Palmtronic

Canon
Palmtronic

LC-5

Canon piQ-Q
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

LC-MEMO

Unbelievably
thin!
(3.9 mm thick) 8digit, one memory,
choice of finish.
About 3000 hours
of continuous
battery life.
Sugg.
Retail—
$34.95.

Stores and re
members up to 21,
12-digit numbers
and 21, 8-letter
words. It helps you
remember! Sugg.
Retail—$89.95.

now *29.00

NOW

l^« o

•

•W

The world's first
hand-held print
and display im
pact printer. Uses
standard paper
tape and oper
ates on either AC
or with its own builtin rechargeable bat
teries. (Comes with
charger.) Sugg. Retail—
$99.95.

*76.45 I

NOW

Don*
9W

Alkaline Ba®J-

MtW

World's

A,

'.'.UAEl*"'

-v€S5L

*84.95

©

90-Minute

Blank Cass^e
Reg. $1.69

ea,
NO DEALERS

Calculator Software
* Battery Packs
* Application Books
* Carrying Cases

* Ribbons
* Thermal Paper
* Chargers
IM+I

• Libraries
• Magnetic Cards
• Field Cases

itfery

Corner

Advancef^p

moc^nia *,

J^entet

US

%\
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You
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us Electronics

A Very SHARP 11
Line Up

i9

ULATO&
&A&!

EL-206

Sharp 5806
$24.88
} And

h e r e is w h y . . .

EL-8131

EL-502

A valuable,
everyday, 8-digit calculator
with memory,
square root and
/percent. Sugg
/retail $12.95.

Beginners 6+2
digit
scientific
calculator. In
cludes all of the
basic
functions.
Sugg . retail —
$16.95.

'/A'-

An 8-digit cal
culator with total
memory. An ex
cellent value for
the price. Sugg.
Retail $9.95

a 0 0 a

aaaa©

5 Ifold type—7.6-mm thin
Advanced Scientific
NOW <8.45
D
5 Digit Mantissa — 2 Digit Exponent
d eprogrammed for 24 Scientific Functions
Statistical Calculations
Degree - Minute - Second
• :00-hr Battery Life
Stilish Metallic Finish
EL-5808
de.rentheses
Super - slim
"comparable Quality
' executive
sci

uracell

AA Size ittery Special

Alkaline Batteries

Dllfi,

9 Volt

25%

EL-8149

EL-8143E
An
electronic
clock / alarm
built into a full
feature compact
calculator. Sugg.
Retail $29.95.

entific calculator
with independent
memory a n d
brackets. Sugg.
Retail $39.95.

Duracel

NOW*14.40

NOW*11.00

£ fy »

NOW* 33.95

NOW

jm «

Thin-Man 8Digit Calculator
with Brushed
Metal Appear
ance and Wallet.
Thin man design
in the most con
temporary styling.
• Large, high visibility white 8digit LCD. • Four key indepen
dent memory. • Percent and
square root keys.
$17.95
H square
K e y s , Retail
r

*25.45 |NOW

$15

.25

BLANK CASSETTE TAPE

maxell

LOW - NOISE

LN -60
1 ULTRA-DYNAMIC)

•2.75 $2.20!

90-Minute Cassette

i Buy two — Get one FREE!
Sugg.
Retail

Alkaline"

MEMOREX

NOW =

Sugg.
Retail

=•

^

Sugg. Retail $7.98

6.35 A

$4.75l

•5.95

lUD

i

II-C90 '7.20$5.75 a
Retail

MEMOREX"

Quality audio recording tape and accessories

Ml MORE*

00

MEMOREX

90

• M •I

Ii\_

K

ol|

Month

Cassette Recorders & Radios
models to choose from!

i
n
i
^

ik

$1.69

V ea.
Isomer

.ERS

pus Electronics!

IlilllllllHlHlllpHH
5-5000

3-5206

Pushbutton Cassette
Recorder with AC Con
verter and Dual Micro
phone system.
Sugg. Retail $39.95.

NOW $33.95
IMRI

Miniature Pushbutton
Cassette Recorder with
built-in microphone,
pause and auto stop.
Sugg. Retail $59.95.

NOW
ICMl

*50.95

AM/FM Cassette Re
corder with pushbutton
AC/DC operation.
Sugg. Retail $59.95.

NOW $50.95

R-

FM/AM Miniature
Portable Radio.
Sugg. Retail $14.95.

NOW %12.75

On -the-Spot
Interviews

FM

Columnist Eric Shaw

r

^ c,wSpoAvio^ •

SYM's Noonbongs

OPSSATCtJ
AeoUA "
K OfFAOD
KONvhkfc,'

Photos by David Aguilar

By Dawn E. Sandoe
What is your opinion on
year's ASUOP Social Program?

yep* i soc.a^b
U46UABLE CoTToN
STAttOLVSS STEEL!

Katie Johnk (Jr., Conservatory) I
haven't gone to many social fun
ctions...but I heard they've been bet
ter. You know us Conservatory
students—we just rot in practice
rooms.

Richard Tenaza (Professor, COP) I
went to the Greenpeace lecture and it
was good. But it's the only thing I've
attended. I'd like to see a campus
bar...or how about turning Wendell
Phillips into a faculty club and health
spa?

Tribute to Presents
A joint effort of S Y M
It's all at be a Greek
That makes it all worthwhile
The house says come, you come
The house has rules, you follow.
It's all to be a sister
To be put up on display,
but that's OK,
It's all to be a pledge
You wear your white dress,
Don't get caught looking a mess
And don't forget your pledge pin
For that would really be a sin!
Running through the frats
Shaking what you got for all to see,
and laugh, and maybe, one day:
Ask you out—BigF—ing deal.
But you do what they ask
When you could be doing what you want
But don't,
Cause it's all to be a sister—to
Brush that hair,
Wash that face,
Don't Bring the almighty house any disgrace.
You're dying to be in it:
Can't live without your sisters
Can't live without belonging.
Stand on your own,
Nothing lasts forever.
Not even your house
Put, wash that face,
B^ush that hair;
Put on what they tell you, when they tell you
So next time you'll be giving the orders,
And the Bulls— will have come full circle.
But, it's all to be a Greek
and you're trapped now, so—don't be late.

Sally Williams (Freshman, COP) They
could do a lot more, though it hasn't
been bad. I'm prejudiced and liked
the dance companies best. I would
have liked to see more concerts.

Bounce
Keith Scripps (Freshman, Conser
vatory) I'm not a very social charac
ter, but I enjoyed some dances and
concerts. Carmen McCrae was the
best event. 1 would have liked to have
had Weather Report.

Denise Finks (Sophomore, COP) They
have a lot of activities, but they aren't
well-attended. They are good for
people on campus, but they don't
bring off-campus people on. I like the
films!

COTE pome
Toec c,ETr\e
EVERY TitAE!

By Sharo
Pacifican Edit

As

The spectator
another roar enters
Stadium. "1 ean t
real, live tiger!," «
tones across the lieh

Sure enough,
forth in his cage (

Matt Brill (Senior, COP) I don't have
a very good opinion though Ben is a
good buddy...It seems more practical,
to me, to channel the funds into one
particular large event instead of into
various mini-events. We need more
NEW WAVE gay punk rock shows.

Tami Grove (Jr., Ray-Cal) Working
within their restrictions and their
available funds, I think ASUOP
social committee has done a good
job. 1 know the director and commit
tee has put in all kinds of personal
time which is worth a lot of praise.

If you're looking for the bank that can do the most for you, you'll
be impressed with our credentials.
We offer a complete range of student banking services; College
Plan® Checking, a wide variety of Savings Plans, and if you quality,
Student BankAmericard® Visa® Instant Cash overdraft
protection, educational loans and more.
We also offer Consumer Information Reports to provide you
with the kind of straight-to-the-point facts you need to know about
banking. Including, "A Guide to Checks and Checking!' "How to

sm
^
Jo Finance an Education!' "Rights and
isibilities: Age 18, and more. You can pick them up free al

see, we figure the more you know about banking, the

StomTXKS*8 bank'lha,can d0^
us-,,uou tokow

) on us. More CafifnmSa

im

Tom Colabck (Graduate Student,
School of Education) I think the
program was pretty good.
The
Ramones were the high spot. And 1
would like to see more people like
Ted Nugent and The Persuasions.
How about a big name like Earth,
Wind, and Fire in the stadium?

BANKOF AMERICA

by Tom Willie
^°e,

FT. LAUDERDALE BEACH SUNSET

We woT iwTo Towho Aoxdiy n'»aV\T,
if owly Took US HS hours To ^eT'hertt.
G««w Kawiw«y a ^reqT 7«*\e ,Too 6*4. vow
COuldioT h«wt TqlV.e<l f o u r pore lOTi i~To |
Comnuc. doujM. All lo Of US qp« Uv/i*»A (01 j
a STu<t,o qpqrTmerOT, OmlVy
We op To 7he feqri euery •vjUjbTftouA
we i bowsbeA, TV\ey do»uT eotw cur4
US . \x)e trJd. op sperud inc. TV,«_ J
Ne*T dwy qsleep 010 TKe beaJcH. 0T'} |
-fftW ToiTVc . X We 3«-A decree burros I
q«od 1T hurts whew I oftlK.buT ifi
To
vjjorlh iT be cm use Jw
Vvovj rrvocK -foto I VmA. This VotCuTibw.
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Tigers go at it in afternoon practice

football momentum

The sun shines on the '79 lineup

Toledo preps players, cheerleaders for '79
By Sharon Fox

fierce member of the cat family-a
tiger.

Pacifican Editor-in-chief

As the clock trips back to zero
Lialing the start of half-time, the
the players in
w(l roars and
Lpge prance off the field amid a
jlamorous group of yell leaders and
marching band members.
i

L

The spectators quiet

as

yet

another roar enters Pacific Memorial
Stadium. "1 can't believe it. It's a
leal, live tiger!," echoes in various
tones across the lield.
Sure enough, pacing back and
forth in his cage on wheels is that

But, what s a real tiger doing
at a UOP football game? Well, if
bead football coach Bob Toledo has
his way, the tiger will be cheering the
football team on.
The tiger is just one item on a list
1 oledo has made up to build "more
spirit, more enthusiasm" for the foot
ball team, something he's used to
since he just resigned a position at

use.

Other plans Toledo has include
building up the rally squad and also
stepping up the marching band.
In tact, he's assigned one of his

assistant coaches to the task of
recruiting cheerleaders. So far they
have solicited support front frater
nities and sororities with the help of
an ex-cheerleader and instructor at
Tokay High School, Mary Hill.
As for the marching band, the
football staff is supporting a drive by
the band to get new uniforms.
But, the marching band's
physical appearance isn't the only
image Toledo is concerned about.
He's added a rug and mirrors,'
plus a stereo to the weight room. "It
makes it more appealing to^go in
there—just one more incentive," savs
Toledo.
The football office has been
upgraded too. "A lot of important
people pass through here, so this
makes it a lot nicer," he said, poin
ting out the newly-remodeled office
structure.
And, although Toledo says seven
full-time coaches is less than he's used
to working with, that number is up
from the coaching staff size under his
predecessor, Chester Caddas.
Toledo also has three part-time
coaches, but he says they work 14 to
16 hours a day and "don't get the
money." Under NCAA rules, Toledo
says, the part-time coaches don't
count in the maximum of 10 allowed.
And, last but not least, the foot
ball team itself has received a face
With 10 scholarships added,
which Toledo points out as 20 under
the NCAA limit, there's been a con
siderable boost to the team.

VWVMif

Toledo says that in recruiting,
he's trying to stay away from junior
college transfers and to bring in more
freshmen out of high school.
"That way we have them for four
years instead of two and their loyalty

Assistant coach Joe Conte instructs the players

Assistant

isn't split between high school, junior

. et ekawn Sullivan
Frank Bauer goes against Shaw

college and us," said Toledo.
Besides the players he's recruited,
Toledo says he has 10 to 12 players
coming to UOP as "walk-ons," or in
other words, paying'their own way.
Toledo describes, graphically,
the need for more scholarships by
pointing out problems with the UOP
football team last season.
"With a smaller team, you can't
afford to have injured players, and
that's what happened with UOP last
year.
"For example, we'll be playing
Iowa State next season. They have 95
people, and we'll have maybe,
maybe, 70," said Toledo.
Of the schedule before Toledo's
team next season, he says it's fair.

"UOP has made a com
mitment to bring its foot
ball reputation up to its
academic reputation."
— Bob Toledo
"It'll give us a chance to be suc
cessful.
"My goal is to win a conference
championship and we're not going to
do it if everybody is beat up," he said.
"That was one of the biggest concerns
players expressed to me when I was
applying for this job."
Asked why UOP played more
powerful teams in the past, Toledo
said it was because of "guaranteed
money" at the gate.
But, Toledo has other plans to at
tract fans. He says the team is going
to be a lot more entertaining this Fall.
"They're going to do that by of
fensively throwing the ball more, and
I don't know if that's necessarily
going to win any more games, but
j it'll be entertaining."

Photos by Neal Morse

Toledo says he came to UOP for
the challenge, since the football team
has never won a conference cham
pionship. He admits that it may be
difficult for him at first since he's
used to winning.
"But, I'm trying to build for the
future with young people so that
:maybe in a few years...," says Toledo,
leaving his statement open-ended.
"I think UOP has now made a
icommitment to bring its football
up to its academic
4reputation
reputation. I don't want to bring the
academic reputation down, just
elevate the football reputation.
Why did the former USC coach
come to UOP? Well, he states simply
that he wanted to be a head coach.
"A head coach makes decisions,
while an assistant makes suggestions,'
he said.
"And, I like Stockton—basically,
I'm a Northern California guy," says
Toledo. "Life is a little more slowed
down here."
Toledo's
own
football
background includes a position of
quarterback on San Francisco State
University's team from 1966-67 shwhere he attained All-American
status. He also played for the San
Francisco 49er's for a short period.
But, now Toledo stays on the
sidelines, working about 16 hours a
day, he says, to recruit and revamp
.the football Drogram.
"I work all day and speak at ser
vice groups, banquets, football clinics
at night...1 tell them about our tootball program," he says proudly.
"A lot of people are finding out
about UOP now," says Toledo.
And, one would tend to agree
with him, especially when tuning into
a local radio station, and the first
commercial to come on the air is an
advertisement for tomorrow s
preview of "the new and exciting
1979 UOP football team."

Bob Toledo
HEAD COACH TOLEDO has only
been at UOP for a couple of
months, but he has made a big dif
ference for the football program.
And, he's gathering momentum for
the '79 season.

Shawn Sullivan, left, and Juan Chappa charge against the clock

The
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International Services

needs
Meeting foreign students

relies on journals that have ev

tsj&r -fe*
By Tracy Riddle
Pacifican Staff Writer
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Diana Davenport

Photo by Laurie Knutsen

Orator top
in the nation

Diana Davenport, a 21-year-old
enior from Santa Rosa, was judged
lirst in the United States in oratory, at
Ihe recent National Individual Events
[Tournament at Iowa State Univer
sity.

She was competing with 47 other
[students, all of whom had to win
[regional events to qualify for the
[national. Her speech was on saving
IseaIs.
Davenport also finished fifth in
Ithc nation in expository and reached
[the quarter-finals in communication
lanalysis.
One other Pacific student also
|placcd in the nationals, as Melinda

"The Pacific Experience" is a
term that is often echoed throughout
campus.
While it includes term
papers, partying, and dining halls, it
also expands to encompass a blending
of cultures.
The International Services
program was established last fall to
meet the needs of some 294 foreign
students who are part of the Stockton
campus community.
Although the foreign experience
overall is a positive one, the tran
sition process is one of the most
challenging aspects. "It is very dif
ficult," explained International Ser
vices Director Ann Helm, "for the
foreign student going to another
country to get an education. He is a
long way from home experiencing a
new culture and often a new

McMullen of San Rafael finished
seventh in oratory. UOP collected
more awards at the national event
than any other West Coast school,
according to Dr. Paul H. Winters.
Winters, who directs the debate
program at UOP, said the honor to
Davenport is the 43rd first place
national award Pacific has received
during his 23 years with the
program. It was the first national
win for Pacific since 1970.
"Diana has worked very hard in
debate events for several years," said
Winters, "and it was gratifying to see
her receive an award which she
richly deserves."

Marathon fundraiser
drive for KUOP
A record amount of $15,000 will
be sought in the fourth annual fund
raising marathon drive by KUOPFM.
The eight-day drive will begin
Sunday, and feature a variety of
special broadcasts and hundreds of
premiums for listeners who join the
"Friends of KUOP" organization at
different giving levels.
The previous record high in the
drive was $ 12,216 last year, said
Mike Milhaupt, development director
for the station.
Milhaupt said the marathon this
year will have two facets. One is to
help raise matching funds toward a
federal grant awarded to KUOP last
year for new facilities on the campus.
Second will be the airing of 11
jazz and classical music concerts that
will feature the world's greatest ar
tists. Eight of these programs were
recorded in the Stockton area, and
they include the concert last Decem
ber by Pacific graduate Dave
Brubeck.
Other noted performers, groups
and events that will be featured are
Cal Tjader, Vince Guaraldi, Phil
Woods, the Los Angeles and Chicago

Philharmonic Orchestras, Dizzy
Gillespie, the White House Jazz
Festival and the UOP Symphony Or
chestra.
The popular "Dixieland's My
Beat" program will begin the fund
raising drive on Sunday.
This
program raised some $2,500 in five
hours last year, said Milhaupt in
saying the program has "a large and
devoted audience."
Listeners can call in pledges
during the week at 946-2582, and
volunteers will be on hand to take the
calls from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
KUOP, located at 91.3 on the
FM dial, is an affiliate of the National
Public Radio network and the oldest
educational FM station in the West.
The station has been located in
the converted quonset hut for more
than 30 years but will be moving to
newly remodeled facilities in North
Hall, due to the federal grant.
Milhaupt said contributions to
KUOP from listeners are tax deduc
tible, and he is hopeful of increasing
the "Friends" group from 1,500 to
2,000 people during the marathon.
All members of this group receive the
station's monthly program guide.

Sorority fashion show
theme 'Deja Vu'
UOP's Alpha Kappa sorority has
scheduled its first annual fashion
show for Sunday.
The theme will be Deja Vu and
the event will be held at the UOP
School of Pharmacy Rotunda, Room
103, from 3 to 5 p.m.
A musical combo lead by Judy
Owens, a student of the Conservatory
of Music, will accompany the
modeling and intermission enter
tainment.
The entertainment will feature
UOP's disco dance instructor, Edwin
Henry III, and a soloist.
Alpha Kappa Alpha is an inter

national, non-profit, civic service
organization.
The sorority members work
within the community doing volun
teer work and raising money for their
National
national programs:
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, Negro College Fund,
Reading is Fundamental, Sickle Cell
Research, and Cleveland Job Core.
Tickets are available at the
ASUOP Record Store or from any
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority mem
ber. The ticket price is $2.50 in ad
vance and $3 at the door.
Contact Jerolyn Renee Chapman
at 465-2890 for more information.

Initiation for Phi Kappa Phi
UOP recognized 85 new mem
bers of Phi Kappa Phi, a national
honor society, in an initiation
ceremony Tuesday night at Morris
Chapel.
The initiates were made up of
students in the top ten percent of the
senior class and the top 5 percent of
the junior class, frofn each school in
the university.
There are 202 chapters of Phi
Kappa Phi in the United States,
which is one of the few honor
societies open to students in all

academic areas. The chapter on this
campus has been in existence for
about 25 years, according to Bernice
Lamson, UOP's chapter secretary.
Although membership in the
society is mainly a form of
recognition of superior academic
standing, Phi Kappa Phi also
promotes scholastic pursuits by of
fering fellowships for continued study
to its members. In addition, it acts as
a
forum for recognition of
distinguished faculty members and
some graduate students.

variety of programs to encourag
and foreign students to get
U.S.
together in order to learn from each
Beginning this next fall I S. will
co-sponsor, with Anderson Y, an In
ternational Camp that will be offered
to all new students on campus. 1 he
purpose of this camp will be to
discuss cross-culture topics and to
work on exercises that will prepare
all of the students for the Pacific
community.
A
Conversation

"We Tk " ht SS'«
outside of the classroom
ce what we are teaching
noted that there is no be
learn the language than in

conversation process.
department
Decker and his
fr.reien
come into contact with ahto™gn
students a. they firs, enter the Umver

Partners

program directed b>' IS intern.Jennifer Goldman, brings students from
abroad into contact with American
students on a weekly basis to practice
conversation. The program matches
up students (usually of the same sex)
who get together for meals or to go to
a movie. The learning experience,

language."
With these thoughts in mind,
Helm and her staff have set up a

^

adds'Goldman, is "incredible."
Donald Decker, Chairman of the
Intensive English Program offered by
Covell College is highly supportive of
the Conversation Partriers Program.

Hoover considers how the

•

would fit into UOP enviro^
This is done by looking at the""1'
that the student is from.
^
This still leaves the qUestj
a foreign student would want?
to UOP to recieve his
education? "UOP is sma||

sity. Eachonetsr^to^
English placement test,
in a
the test place the studen
The
category within the program.
English itself is a

located within a manageably
Hooever said. "In addition t§
California is a popular placet"?
It has more foreign students l'
other state in the country."

half long, but theustudent;S "he
the beginning ot tne
always placed in

Many of UOP's foreign
are sent here by their coi
Hoover added that UOP

program.
the first
Often this program is
ac:quaintance the foreign student has
the American educational
with
system. Before coming to UOP most
students were in schools within their
native lands.
As a result of this, the admission
process for these students is more
complicated than that of an
American student.
"Before we admit a foreign

Educators question
standardized tests
CPS—A governmental agency is sup
pressing information that could dis
credit many kinds of standardized
testing, the National Education Asso
ciation (NEA) charged last week.
NEA has filed a formal request under
the Freedom of Information Act to se
cure the data.
The NEA Contends that an unreleased Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) staff report contains data that
could "prove that students who .at
tend costly private coaching schools
achieve higher test scores on standar
dized tests—tests which the test
makers claim are "coach proof,"
asserts NEA executive director Terry
Herndon.
Herndon said that people who
can afford the cost of coaching
schools thus have an unfair advan
tage at gaining entrance to schools'"
and jobs. "The skill of test taking be
comes more important than the skills
the tests allegedly measure," he
stated.
"At this very moment," Herndon
says, "decisions are being made as to
who gets into what college next Sep
tember based on data which we

the present level 0f edUc!S
programs throughout the w0r)1
Along with the eva.

believe...operates unjustly."
More
over, he adds, "millions of individual
careers hang in balance on test
scores, with five million people
taking such tests yearly."
NEA's lawyer, Arthur Levine,
said that a number of other Freedom
of Information Act requests for the
FTC report have been denied by the
agency. Levine is a former FTC staf
fer who had worked on another FTC
report on the test-coaching industry.
A previous request, filed by Levine on
behalf of two Harvard Medical
School researchers, has been denied,
and is now being appealed at the
agency level.
The NEA is also calling for an in
vestigation of the "entire powerful
but unchecked testing industry,"
charging that substantial portions of
the industry are exempt from federal
taxes and "any type of government
regulations."
NEA alleges that Education
Testing Service, which runs the
government's clearing house on
testing, uses "slick lobbying and p.r.
efforts" to block state and federal at
tempts at regulation of standardized
testing.

student we must see if his past
comparable to that of an
education is
P
"
•
American education," explained
Gary Hoover, the current Dean of
Admissions for International Stu
dents.
Because of the many different
countries that are represented at UOP
the International Admissions office

have any contracts with f0'''
countries. The students are semi
to learn a trade to use w'
return to their home. This
the reasons behind why the Schol"
Engineering and Business ai
^Administration have the
centages of foreign students,
Though foreign students'
the U.S. is limited, it canbeanlt
to our University campus. Helm'
courages any interested students
come to the International Sen,
Offices, located on the first [loo,
WPC and to become involved ijj,
different programs offered.
As Goldman concluded, "As,
get to know foreign students be
you will also get to know yourself
ter."

Cultural handbook
by instructor, student
A handbook on the land, people
and culture of Saudi Arabia has been
written jointly by a faculty member
and a student at UOP.
Dr. Halvor P. Hansen, a
professor of communication arts, and
Abdullah Magboul, a student from
Saudi Arabia, wrote the 90-page
book to provide a study of the intercultural communication variables
that are involved when people of dif
ferent cultures communicate with the
people of Saudi Arabia.
Hansen has taught several
courses at UOP on intercultural
communication and recently direc
ted an extended education workshop
on Saudi Arabia.
The handbook deals with the

historical background of the Said
Arabians, Islamic religion, Ari
language, daily life and soti;
amenities, the roles of the fam
members, patterns of thought, ai.
non-verbal patterns.
"This book is designed for pe
sonnel managers and staff, trainis;
and management develop*
executives, employee relocate;
specialists, corporate planners, as:
private and governmental employ
being assigned to Saudi Arabia," s£
the authors in the preface.
They said it should also ap;
.students interested in anthropolof
business, communication, polite;
science, international relations, ate
sociology.

Business School focus on public management
Because of the increasing com
plexity
of
society
and
of
organizations, our public agencies
must be administered by professional
managers, according to Dr. C. Greg
Buntz, who is helping develop a
program at UOP to provide training
in public administration.
Buntz, an associate professor at
UOP's School of Business and Public
Administration, recently discussed
the thrust of the school in the field of
public administration.
He is currently working with Dr.
Elliot Kline, dean, and other mem
bers of the school, on strengthening
the curriculum and increasing the
visibility of this academic program.
With experience in both teaching
and working in public
ad
ministration, Buntz was brought to
UOP last year by Kline to develop the

public administration program
requires that students take ap
proximately half of their courses in
such liberal arts fields as sociology,
psychology and political science.
The remainder of the course
work provides students with impor
tant communications, analytical and
managerial skilly Courses in policy
analysis budgeting and personnel
management are examples.
Several new courses also have
been added to the core, including in
tergovernmental relations, ad
ministrative law, management ac
counting, and public finance.
Public sector components have
also been added to several existing
business courses. "Internships and
workshops for the students are also
part of the academic program," said
Buntz.

program here.
"It is our belief that training in
public management should be broad
based and that students should
acquire specific skills and knowledge
that will enable them to be effective
participants in the very exciting task
of improving the effectiveness, equity
and efficiency with which public ser
vices are delivered," Buntz said.
As a result of this belief the

"This is very much an applied
field and students of public ad
ministration must have the oppor
tunity to acquire practical experience
along with classroom training."
The program provides areas of
concentration where students may
pursue particular interests in either
public management, health and
human services administration or
conflict management.

"Public management is a
generalist concentration where we
prepare people to step into respon
sible administrative positions such as
budget analysts, planners, assistants
to city managers and the like,"
Buntz said.
He explained that the health and
human services specialty prepares
students to apply managerial skill in
programs related to human resources
development such as CETA and other
social service programs,'
In addition, persons are trained
in aspects of health planning and the
delivery of health services. Buntz in
dicated that there is a tremendous
need for well trained human resource
administrators, and the UOP pro

gram is attempting to meet that nwi
The conflict management
centration is intended to prjP^
public managers to handle hot
positive and negative asPeC's
organizational and societal confl'^
It is an interdisciplinary
concentration in which students p ^
sue courses in a wide range
univeristy departments.
In conclusion, Buntz!
administrators have e"re
complex jobs because of the p01 ^
and intergovernmental environ®
in which they operate. A pu j
ministrator operates in a tis
but the challenges and the re
are great," he declared.

Jewelry exhibit in Burns lobby
An art exhibition of jewelry by
UOP graduate Norman Lanquist is
currently on display in the Burns
Tower Lobby.
Lanquist, who teaches at Eastern
Arizona College in Thatcher,
Arizona, will have some 60 pieces of
jewelry on display and for sale. In
cluded will be rings, bracelets and
necklaces.
The UOP

Art Department is

sponsoring the show, and a
spokesman there said Lanquist's
work reflects an influence by the
native American Indian of the South
west. Much of his jewelry is done
with turquoise, brass, bamboo and
silver, and he uses the processes of
forging, raising and casting.
Hours for the exhibit will be 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays and 1 to 4
p.m. on Saturdays until May 4.

Dr-C.

G r e g Buntz

Photobyl^"
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FESTIVAL

Anderson Lawn

-Displays from Mexico, Columbia,
Hong Kong, Venezuela and Nigeria
-Food from various countries
-Several Latin American groups
will provide music
ANDERSON "Y" CRAFT FAIR

Anderson Lawn
(south end)

-Jewelry, pottery and
hand woven goods will
be on sale

Kalapana at '78 Pacific Day

BLUEGRASS MUSIC FESTIVAL

University Center five years ago

Computer Lawn

Hot Jam"
Oakum Pickers"
The Good 01' Persons

MULTI-CULTURAL FAIR

Anderson Lawn

-Linda Tregle's Afro-Haitian
Dance Company
-Lehuanani Maidens and Drummers
-Ballet Folklorico del Puerto
-Theatro Chicano
-Music by Zanzabar
also:
-Food making demonstrations
-Homemade tortillas
-Raviolis
-Chicken Adobo

background of the Satt

MODERN DANCE PERFORMANCE

Islamic religion, Arabic
,lai|y

l«fe and social
•he roles of the family
patterns of thought, td
patterns.

Anderson Dance
Studio

Pacific Dance & Electric Co
Mimes
Tickets available for May 5 concert

book is designed for pet-

lagers and staff, training
age men t

development

NEW GAMES TOURNAMENT

Young Pacific Day goer

Knoles Lawn

Upstairs construction of Center

Earthball

. employee relocation
corporate planners, and

I governmental employees
led to Saudi Arabia,"said
in the preface,

aid it should also appealto

tercsted in anthropology,
ommunication, political

COMPUTER GAMES

Computer Center

UNIVERSITY CENTER BIRTHDAY PARTY

University Center

-Free cake and punch
-Helium balloons
-Pacific Wilderness Experience
mountain climbing demonstration
(they will climb down the side of the University Center)

ernational relations, and

UOPJAZZBAND

Computer Lawn

RATHSKELLER ENTERTAINMENT

Rathskeller

Kevin & Bill (mini jazz)
Hot Jam & Blueberry (blues)
Poor Howard (bluegrass)
Craig Swartz (country rock)

IFC CIRCLE DANCE
-"Eclipse" (rock and roll)

Fraternity Circle

Barbeque was popular last year
International flavor added to day

WATCH FOR SURPRISES AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER!

Students sit-in for Kalapana concert
Band will highlight
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Terence Carney win*

Jacy Showers gives reasons
for departure; assails University

NCAA scholarship
UOP'spleading
Terence Carney
1979 season, rescorer in the Tigers
postgraduate
'ceived one of 1 ?
a w a r d e d by
scholarships of $1,5

ministration with respect to special
admission, without regard for student

By Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Sports Editor

or faculty input."
Many of Dr. Showers' grievances
with the school come back to the
Mack of integrity exhibited by the

'It is the intent and policy of the
f.
University of the Pacific that women
be afforded a full opportunity to par
ticipate in intercollegiate athletics
and every effort will be made to
provide
such
oppor
tunities."—President Stanley McCaffery in special report, April 1975.
Dr. Jacy Showers, Pacific's
women's softball and basketball
coach, who announced last month
that she would not return to UOP in
the fall of 1979, has given an ex
planation for her departure.
Dr. Showers stated in an ex
clusive interview with The Pacifican
last week that she doesn't think the
UOP administration "has shown
much integrity" in dealing with her
and the women's athletic program.
"The reasons I'm leaving
basically go back three years,"
Showers stated. "1 was assured by
the administration when 1 was hired
that there was avid interest in
women's athletics at UOP. 1 ve
waited three years, and I'm tired of
people giving lip service to a
philosophy which is not carried out
here.
"If school administrators had
laid it on the line that they were over
whelmingly interested in football and
men's basketball, and that I'd have to
settle for mediocrity, at least I would
have come in with my eyes open,"
Dr. Showers said.
"1 don't like dishonesty. I have a
great distaste for it. I don't like in
consistency," Showers concluded.
Dr. Showers, who came to UOP
in 197b, was quick to point out that
her total experience at UOP has not
been a negative one.
"1 feel I've been given every op
portunity to teach creatively and ef
fectively at UOP," Showers said.
"Reactions have been very positive.
The rcceptiveness of both students
and faculty has been, in general,
great."
Dr. Showers stressed the fact that
her teaching at UOP had absolutely
nothing to do with her departure.
"I can't say enough about the
academic freedom I've had," the
Kent State graduate exclaimed.
"There is not one ounce ol my leaving
that is due to not being 'able to
achieve excellence in teaching."
However, Showers' feeling that
women's athletics don't receive a fair
shake is too strong for her to remain.
"1 don't believe we are in com
pliance with Title IX," Showers said,
deferring to the piece of legislation
requiring all facets of lederally lundod education, including athletics, to
grant equal opportunity to all persons
without regard to sex.
As an example, Dr. Showers
pointed out that the Pacific men's
basketball team received a budget of
approximately $112,000 in 1978.
Women's basketball was allotted but
$5400.
Showers received 20%
released time (from teaching) for
basketball coaching; the men's
coaching
staff
received
ap-

w

and

1978 s e a s o n
assists with 105.
ard, who hails from
The senior gua
a w a r d e d Dr.
Long Beach, was also
"President's
Stan McCaffrey s

administration.
"I question the integrity of our
program when I see our President's
picture in an article entitled
'Keeping Women in Their Place.
s o f t b a l l team
Pacific's women s
Other instances of this lack of
chedule for
set
vound uo their home
integrity" were cited by Showers.
1979 in dubious fashion by swttpii g
"I can remember the first depart
a twinbill from Santa Clara
mental meetings I attended in which
2-1
The Tigers took the• open
we were told that the first priority .
in
and then doused Santa Clam
was to put ceilings on our offices (as
e
a
of now only partitions between up 'the nightcap 1° ^m the sweep.
Gallagher was the winner m l»th
stairs offices stand)," said Showers.
"First we were told there was no
games.
money; then we were told the money
Debbie Botto fUecfe,d>7times
in seven at-bats and scored four time
was available but there was a
Karen Peets had two
problem with labor. In three years
for the Tigers.
nothing has been done," Showers
commented. "However, when the
football staff was hired, there didn't
seem to be a problem building com
pletely new offices within a short
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In 1979, Carney alSo r
UOP's most valuable player'
and was named to the first
PC A A, All PCAA toumame?'
second team CoSIDA AcacW '1
American, and
anci honorable 71
ni%
AP All-American team.
Carney was the third T,
earn a NCAA postgraduate1
ship. Hoopster Bruce Parsons
and footballer Brian Peets
have also received the award
'

Softball sweeps doubleheadet

DEPARTED WOMEN'S SOFTBALL and basketball coach Dr
Showers —UOP administration hasn't "shown much integrity."

Jacy

be in compliance by July 21, 1978,
proximately 200% released time, ac
we are still waiting."
cording to Showers.
According to Showers, "exem
"The administration is quick to
pting football at
Pacific is
point to statistics which show the
questionable anyway because it is not
progress in women's athletics at UOP
"revenue-producing" in the sense
in the last five years. I don't argue
that it sustains itself." Along the
with the fact that there has been some
same lines, she noted that, "1 also
change.
But 1 think the ad
disagree with those who say the em
ministration has an unrealistic view
phasis must be on football or men's
of the rate of progress necessary to
basketball to achieve national
allow the women here to compete at a
recognition, because that would
level above mediocrity."
come much faster at UOP, for exam
Showers noted that, "for 1979ple, in women's volleyball.
80, less than eight per cent of the total
The two-sport coach does have
athletic
budget
is
proposed
some
solutions to both basketball's
specifically for women's athletics.
problems and the women's athletics
That seems totally unfair to me con
faults in general.
sidering 40% of the athletes par
"The only way we can compete
ticipating in programs at Pacific are
in our basketball conference is to
female.
back the team with more money and
"At no time have I ever asked for
certainly to enlarge the coaching
anything unreasonable. I never asked
staff," Showers suggested.
for $112,000—1 wouldn't know what
Of the women's program in
to do with it," Showers claimed.
"The philosophy of the school is
general, Dr. Showers called for one
person to be hired to take care of
'we'll wait until they (HEW) make us
women's athletics at the school.
comply,' " claimed Dr. Showers. "I
"Some people in the ad
don't like that attitude.
Pacificshould he offering equal opportunity
ministration and in our department
feel that such a position is not
because it is educationally sound,
necessary or realistic, but it is a
morally justifiable, and ethically
critical need. Someone should be
right, not because it is legislated. I
hired full-time to administer, and
think it's a shame that Title IX has to
fund-raise specifically for women's
be used at all," said Showers.
sports."
"The administration admitted to
Dr. Showers stressed that she has
me this year that the school is not in
nothing against any other sport at
compliance with the law. A problem
UOP and chose the new Tiger foot
seems to exist with regard to whether
ball coach as an example.
or not football is exempt from Title
"I admire Bob Toledo for what
IX. The President himself admitted
he did. He came in and laid it on the
that, even if football is eventually
line. I have nothing against foot
declared exempt, Pacific is $50,000
away from equity. He further stated
ball," Showers commented. "I do,
that, 'that would be fair, we could
however, question the integrity of an
handle that.' I don't understand why,
arbitrary decision by the adsince all institutions were required to

period of time."
Another example given by
Showers was one concerning the
hiring of a replacement for her as
basketball coach.
"I told the school last October
tnat 1 would not continue to coach
basketball and softball after this year.
Because of my family, 1 asked to be
relieved of basketball. 'At that time 1
also voiced my tremendous concern
about the direction of the program
and emphasized the need for the
school to hire a full-time head coach
and an assistant," Showers said.
"During the year, some of the
players also voiced their concern
about the program and were assured
that a panel would be developed to
search for a coach, and that they
would be represented. However, the
athletic department used an 'eenie,
meenie, minie, moe' approach to the
situation—a reflection, 1 believe, of
the lesser priority placed here on the
women's programs.
I was very
disappointed that the players were
lied to in this case," Showers noted.
Showers stressed that her com
ments were, in no way, a reflection
on the final outcome of any personnel
decisions, but rather a comment on
the process.
Dr. Showers did wish to reemphasize the positive points of her
affiliation with UOP.
"In all fairness, I have never
worked with a better group of people
' in terms of students and faculty
across the campus," Dr. Showers
rather somberly said.
"For that
reason, I am not regretful that I came
here.
"It is I who cannot work within
the philosophy operating here,"
Showers noted. "I don't want to
hang on as a complainer and 1 think 1
have become progressively more
negative as the frustrations have
grown."
Dr. Showers has no real plans for
the future. She will remain at UOP
through the first summer session.

Tiger b€

Men netters die;
women fare better

By Bob Fa

Pacifican Sts

By Greg Smith
Pacifican Sports Writer

The men's tennis team returned
from a dismal Easter road trip, losing
four out of four matches, only to lose
five more in a row.
The team is suffering from the
loss of Nick Sikeotis, No. 2 singles and
No. 1 doubles player, who will be out
for the year with a torn ligament in
his ankle. His injury forces everyone
to play up one level which is hurting
the team.
They opened up against powerful
Santa Barbara and lost 9-0 while
playing in 40 mile per hour winds.
Next was U.C.Riverside, with
whom UOP played their best tennis
of the eight matches losing by a close
5-4.
From then on, it was downhill,
losing to Cal St.Northridge 7-2, Cal
St.Los Angleles 8-1 and then retur
ning home to face defending PCAA
champions U.C.Irvine and were
crushed 9-0.
Coach Graham, commenting on
the next four losses, said, "We haven't
been able to field out best team, due
to sickntess, fraternity functions and a
variety of other reasons." The four
losses were to Delta J.C. 8-1, Santa
Clara 7-2, the Air Force Academy 81, and to Stanislaus St. 6-3.
The men play here Monday
against U.C.Davis and then travel on

The last miracb
sport
of baseball ct
Tuesday and Wednesday to play Si
the
A
mazing Mi
Mary's and Cal Berkeley JV team,
miraculous
comeb
The women's tennis team retumel
here
in
Stockton
wi
home from a fairly successful Easts
road trip, winning two of lou nine.
UOP baseball :
matches, only to lose two conferent?
dismal
6-1 1 first hi
matches with Santa Clara 5-4
receive
cellar hono
San Jose St., 9-0. Against San JoseSl,
the UOP women played without fc California Basebal
top two players, Debbie DuHamA twelve games lat<
due to sickness, and Becky Foi [ pretty in second pi
i of the first slot, w
because of an ankle injury.
During faster break, the womti San Jose occupies t
8-1 mark. Fresno
beat
Pomona-Pitzer 6-3
U.C.Riverside 6-3 while losing a clo*
one to Cal St. Northridge 56-4 am!
then were shelled by Cal St.Los
Angleles 8-1. According to Coat)
Graham, they would have beaten
Northridge but Lorie Braithwaitesi
fered a scratched eye and was ford
to forfeit her singles and double?

m

match.
The women, finishing withal)
conference record, play
next on May 2 and then look for so*
incredible tennis on May 4,5,and)
when the Nor-Cal Conference Ch®!
pionships will be held at our o»i
UOP tennis courts. It will feat®
two outstanding teams from Stanf
and Dai-Berkeley as well as San J®
St. Fresno St., USF, Santa Clara a®
UOP.
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

St. Mary's h.s. hoop coach
tabbed as Tiger assistant
Highly successful St. Mary's high
school head basketball coach Tom
O'Neill has been named by UOP to he
the new assistant basketball coach,
head coach Dick Fichtner has an
nounced.
O'Neill, who compiled a 167-50
record in seven years at the Stockton
high school is taking the job Fichtner
held for six years. Fichtner was
named to the head coaching post on
March 16, after Stan Morrison sud
denly resigned on March 14.
O'Neill, who will join the UOP
staff full time June 1, said that one
reason he's "happy to move up to
college hall" is that he "will be able
to devote more time and energy to
basketball."
The 34-year-old coach also said,
"1 will be able to get closer to the
players.
1 enjoy interpersonal
relationships," and explained, "at the
high school level you have to teach

hits in the-doubjeheader.
UOP is now 5-6 in ty0r,.
California Athletic Conference?
and 12-7 overall. The Tigers-1!
two NCAC games will be phy^
the road as they will travel to Fre
State to meet the Bulldogs today
to Berkeley to meet the Cal Bea[Sl,
May 4.
The Bears downed the Tit
doubleheader victory on April (
they won 11-0 and 8-1.

iL

®y Kevii
Pacifican 5
ery few r>e

°'"opllasn

tvTer',hos"1

class all day and you don't really get
the chance to know the players."
O'Neill' graduated from the
University of San Francisco where he
starred in basketball for three years.
In those three years, the Dons were
51-28 and competed in the NIT in
1965-66.
The ex-guard averaged 6 points a
game in his career at USF and
averaged 7.4 points a game in his
junior year.
O'Neill cited "going to the NIT"
and "beating Providence" highlights
of his career.
A former All-NorCal freshman
team member, O'Neill has been
assigned certain responsibilities ac
cording to Fichtner. His duties will
be to help coach the team, coordinate
the recruiting program and work
with and supervise the players' aca
demic program," Fichtner stated.
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Tiger bench during moment of excitement (perhaps seventh

Tiger batter Joe Carozzi swings and misses for UOP

Tiger baseball shaping up;
HOP is 9-3 in league
By Bob Lavenstein
Pacifican Staff Writer

The last miracle comeback in the

jport of baseball came in 1969 with
cr-y^
yJVteam. ,
rkele

ihe Amazing Mets.
The next
returned; raculous comeback might come
y Succe»ful Ea%: ierein Stockton with the UOP Tiger
"ns tw° of i01ti nine.
UOP baseball suffered through a
*,vvo conference
'",a Clara 5-4and dismal 6-11 first half of the season to
gainst San Jose Si, receive cellar honors in the Northern
'layed withouttheir California Baseball Association. But
Debbie DuHamd; twelve games later, the Tigers sit
and Becky Fori pretty in second place 1V2 games out
e injury.
if the first slot, with a 9-3 record. .
I>reak, the worn ian Jose occupies the top spot with a
'ilzer 6-3 and U mark. Fresno State possesses a 6-

"m

inning stretch?)

,eam

3 record to stand in the third position fine; I cut the lawn and washed the
The three teams will have a dogfight car." But Stubbs couldn't keep a
for the title.
smile from his face, as his Tigers
The NCBA schedule seems to traveled to Moraga and beat St.
have been predicated for this kind of Marys in a trio of games. "That's the
a finish. Fresno St., San Jose St., and best pitching our guys have thrown
UOP are pitted against each other in all year," spoke Stubbs of perform
a series of games. SJS will play USF, ances by Detmar, Swanson, Unger,
Fresno will play St. Marys, and the and reliever Werner.
three contending teams will play
St. Marys is normally a good hit
each other three times. San Jose is in ting ball club as they scored 15 times
the driver's seat with its 8-1 mark, vs. the Tigers in three games the first
but UOP and Fresno are within half of the year. But UOP pitchers
eyeshot of the title.
held St. Marys in check with only
"The guys are fired up com- four runs.
»
In the first game, Detmar and
ments coach Tom Stubbs. When
asked about how he did last weekend, Wener held St. Marys as Roy Gaebel
Stubbs tried to coolly reply, "I did , spearheaded a ten inning 3-2 victory.

while losine a close
rthridge 564 and
rd by Cal St.Lbi
ccording to Coach
(< >uld have beato
i>rie Braithwaitesflfeye and was forced,
ingles and doublet

Photos by Neal Morse

Gaebel had four hits for the day,
scored the tying run in the ninth in
ning, and drove in the winning run in
the tenth.
In the first game of a DH the next
day, Greg Unger pitched eight hitless
innings, as St. Marys managed only
four hits, which they put together in
the fifth inning with a walk to score
their lone run. UOP crossed the plate
three times, including Carozzi's 2 rbi
single.
In the nightcap, Werner
relieved Swanson in the 7th inning to
pick the 2-1 win in an extra inning.
Steve Trevino drove in the game win
ning run with a 2 out, 2 strike rbi
single.
The Tigers entertain San Jose
State today at Billy Hebert Park in a
2:00 contest. Tomorrow the teams
play-a doubleheader at San Jose.
Needless to say, the series is vitally
important. UOP fans should come
out and cheer the Tigers to victory.

.

,
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Tiger pitcher Greg Unger hurls one for Pacific

Lacrosse rips Santa Clara 11-4

'Op WOMEN'S SOCCER players Lesleigh Franklin (left) and
Animate Jane Alhouse looks on in background

Women's

r«r
SOT
^Uuuui

By Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Sports Editor

Very few people may be aware
®t UOP has a women's soccer club,
owever, those ignorant of this fact
ave no reason to lack said knowany longer, because Jane
^ouse and Sheila Wyckoff are
Ending off for the sport.
We did really well, considering
^asour first year," Ms. Alhouse, a
'xth-year graduate student at UOP,
»ated.
. The team, which competes with
^ht other college clubs, had 18 total
lart'cipants, but a core of six solid
v°tees. The team's allotted budget
a
" s $280.
I ^s- Alhouse initiated the drive
°r
team as a Stanford coach
.Rested the organization in the fa
.'Ionization was a lengthy process,
a' the team has competed in e'8 '
jhties this season. The girls are 1
" thev defeated UC-Santa Cruz.
"Op will meet 12 noon to close the
'son.
i. besides Santa Cruz 'and Hum,"• other teams in Pacific's league
r<! Stanford, UC-Davis, Berkeley,

Sheila Wyckoff (right) fight for ball in practice as

•-

Chico State.
The girls, who were most
represented by Janet McDonald,
Christ! McDonald, Deb Wiss (who
has missed part of the season due to
an ailing knee), Roxie Sutmer
Lesleigh Franklin, Wyckoff and
Arouse and have representative
from all other UOP women s sports
except basketball, were coached by
freshman Charles H^dr'cks
ff
Ms Alhouse and Ms. Wyckott
were very ecstatic about the season,
despite the losing record
„
-It was well worth it. I had tun,
emphasized Ms. Alhouse, whoispar—

,he,^'dTny2°i toS
ticipated in socce

compete as
g
whatever college

goals, Greg Zatman with 2 and Roy
Eder and Dan Wishingrad scoring
one goal apiece.
The Tigers played their best

Volleyball action
tonight in gym

The Cascade Steelers, UOP s
spring volleyball team, will meet San
Jose UBC tonight at^ 8 p.m. at the
UOP gym.
In a preliminary match, which
starts at 7 p.m., the San Joaquin
Juniors (the Cascade "B team) will
meet the Sacramento Volleyball Club
Juniors.
Tickets, which are $2.00 for
-adults and $1.00 for children, are
available at the UOP athletic ticket
office, from UOP volleyball players
and at the door.
It,s too
too bad
bad more
more people don't
The AAU Steelers are comprised
It's
of players from UOP's intercollegiate
take losing so well. Athletics, in
team.
general, could actually be fun.

winds up season at UOP

Santa Clara, Hayward State and

on playing in th
in «he

UOP pulled out of their slump
and stunned the Santa Clara Broncos
11-4. Led by crease attack Will
Nicholson the Tigers quickly took the
lead. Yet the Broncos were not about
to roll over UOP and goalie Chris
Harkins had some rough going in the
early moments only to be saved by a
superlative defensive play on the part
of crease defensemen Dea Johnson.
From then on the Tigers took
complete control of the game. This
was primarily due to hard hitting on
the part of the Tigers. UOP's attack
played well and managed to
dominate the game. The Broncos
goalie appeared to be shell shocked as
the Tigers poured it on. Todoshi
Hironaka led Pacific with 4 goals
followed by Will Nicholson with 3

**
league

»

probably

s,Pde„t

at

^ after

UOPabout
Both women feel positive
for the female sex,
the future of soccer

•
both at UOP and worldwide.
"It's definitely growing," said
Ms. Wyckoff, a physical education
major. "There are teams everywhere
with women from their teens to their

fifties."
As for UOP's team, "The future
looks good, most of the team is
young," Ms. Alhouse stated.
Pacific must remain at Club level
for one more year before they join a
sanctioned league. After operating at
the club level for a total of two years,
a team may compete intercollegiately.
"Because it was our first year, we
traveled a lot of rough roads and
learned a lot," Ms. Alhouse commen
ted. "It was a great learning exper
ience as a player and an organizer.
"Anybody that spent time
playing felt it was well worth
while," said Ms. Wyckoff.
"It's well worth any girl to come
out and try it, whether they are
athletic or not," said Ms. Alhouse
"You learn a lot about yourself, a
lot about your body—and a lot about
losing," Ms.'Alhouse added with a
laugh.

Jane Alhouse's top soccer form

game of the season. Clears were well
effected and the Tigers had little dif
ficulties with ball control. The only
loss suffered was a slightly separated
shoulder by Norman "Sid Vicious"
Mathias late in the fourth quarter.
This weekend the Tigers travel to
Los Angeles to play USC and
Claremont for their final games of the

KU0P sports
line cancelled
KUOP-FM's "Sports line"
listener call-in program, hosted by.
Jeff Jardine, will no longer be heard
over the air waves.
The show was cancelled due to
Jardine's scheduled May graduation^
from UOP. There originally was er
show scheduled for May 2, but
KUOP's "Marathon '79" will pre-,
empt it, a point Jardine is not pleasecE
with.
"It's my personal opinion that
"Sports line" would draw a group of
listeners and potential contributors
that wouldn't normally participate,"
Jardine stated.
The senior communication arts-:
history major added, "Sports fans
might not be interested in classical
music but they'll listen to us,",
referring to KUOP's usual program
ming.
"But I'm not getting paid to
think," Jardine said, tongue-in-cheek.
"I don't get paid anything."
Jardine said that the show was
successful and that he hopes "another
local station doesn't pick it up over
the summer—it's a gold mine.
"The people of Stockton need a
good sports show and a good outlet to
air their opinions on sports,' claimed
Jardine.
Jardine is currently on the sports
staff at the Stockton Record and ser
ved as Pacifican sports editor in the
fall of 1978.
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More than an observer of foreign cultures
By Tracy Riddle
Pacifican Staff Writer

Like many of us, Debbie Paley
has been an American citizen since
birth. But, the difference for Debbie
is that she had never entered the U.S.
until the fall semester of 1977, when
she entered at UOP.
A 19-year-old sophomore in
Raymond-Callison, Debbie was born
in Japan where her father was
working with a world wide importexport company.
Her father, a native of Russia,
has lived all over the world. In
earlier years, he received his
American nationalization.
After living 10 years in Japan,
Debbie moved to Sweden, Israel
China and then back to the U.S.
Debbie's life has always been on
the move. "Most students have to
make a big transition when they first
go away to college," she said, "but
for me, it was just another move,

"We didn't just observe...We
lived, worked and ate with
them." —Debbie Paley

nothing that major."
Debbie's stay at UOP marks the
first time since ninth grade that she
has lived in the same place for more
than a year. She plans to stay here
until graduation.
Debbie has enjoyed her busy life.
"1 really like to travel," she said. "So
I don't mind moving around so
much. You could put me anywhere
and I could adjust.
"That doesn't mean that 1 would
like it there," Debbie said with a grin,
"but I would adjust."
She has only one regret. "When
people ask me where my home is, 1

don't have an answer," Debbie said.
"Yet I like to consider Israel my
home."
During Debbie's 10th and 12th (
grade years, she attended school with
the American-Israel Regional High ,
School Program. It is located in
Hullah Valley near upper Galilee in
Israel.
Here American students live on a
kibbutz, which is what Israeli's call
communal living. "We didn't just
observe," Debbie said.
We lived,
worked and ate with them."
Life on a kibbutz is much dif
ferent than American home life.
Children don't live with their
families, but in special quarters for
young children and teenagers.
"Each of those quarters turns in
to a big happy family," Debbie said.
"It is very much like living in a dorm,
except each room had its own shower
there. We even had a house mother.
All of the people in the kibbutz
eat together in a communal dining
hall.
Like all of the students in the
program, Debbie received an adopted
family.
"I had the same family that my
brother had when he was in the
program a few years before,' she
said.
"Every day after classes I would
go to my family's house. If I was ever
sick they would come over to the
quarters, to take care of me. They
became very much like my own
family."
Those who live on the kibbutz all
work together to provide for the
welfare of the whole community.
Debbie worked for her room and
board. "I would work anywhere
from the orchards to the kitchen," she
said.
She enjoyed the hard work. "I
wanted to let everyone know that I

had worked hard. Most Israeli's have
'a misconception of Americans, they
think that they are all "New York"
types that flash their money."
Even though it took time for
Debbie to win the respect of those
she was living with, she grew to love
her temporary home.
"Most Israeli's are said to be
hard on the outside and soft on the in
side. Once you get to that inner part,
they are the greatest people."
Everyone on the kibbutz is

"Life on a kibbutz is very hard
because life in Israel is very
tough." —Debbie Paley

alloted a certain amount of money to
pay for their living experiences. Both
clothes and furniture are provided for
the people.
When Debbie looks back on these
experiences she feels that they have
had a big impact on her. "I went
through some hard times," she said.
"I now know that I can't take
everything for granted. Life on a
kibbutz is very hard because life in
Israel is very tough. Taxes are very
high and salaries are very low."
This summer, Debbie plans on
going back to Israel to live on the
kibbutz. "There is only a little over a
month left," she said enthusiastically.
The program directors have in
vited all of the students that have par
ticipated to come back for a 10-year
anniversary celebration.
"About 75% of the students will
be there for either a month or the
whole summer," she said.
After that, it will be back to UOP
where Debbie will continue with her
studies in communications and
human development.

"I really like UOP because it is
small," she said. "I also enjoy the
Callison program.
"It has been fun to meet a lot of
students that have had the same
background that I have had, also to
meet those students that I don't have
any common experiences with. I like
the diversity."
Debbie's various activities on
campus bring her into contact with
all of these different people.
She is a disc jockey at KUOP.
Last semester she wrote news articles
for the Pacifican. She has lived on
campus the past two years and plans
to do the same next year.
Along with her busy schedule,
Debbie finds time for crafts,
photography and correspondence to
her overseas friends.
As Debbie looks into the future,
she hopes to use her educational
background to work with people. "I
would really like to travel, because I
love it so much, she said. She speaks
four languages, including English,
Swedish, Hebrew and Japanese.
"I am sure that I will start off in
the states, but I would like to spend
time in Europe. Though I know that
I will end up in Israel.
"I'll have to give up a lot, but
that is where I feel like I belone.

By Susan Pillow
Pacifican Managing Editor

Back from a weekend in San
Francisco with the Moonies,
Christian Jutt, a 1978 Ray-Cal
graduate had some first-hand obser
vations.
"A lot of people are there because
they want to be," he reported.
"Others are acting out a rebellion.
They're not sure about what they're
doing, but it fills up some gaps."
jutt accompanied two other UOP
students, who preferred that their
names not be mentioned, working on
a research project as they sought out
the Creative Comunity Project which
they knew to be an affiliate of the
Unification Church.
"I presented myself as a more
prospective convert while my com
panions were more aggressive with
their questions.
"I got a lot of attention by telling
them that I didn't know what I wan
ted to do with my life. At one point I
said to them, 'Gee, you people seem
so happy, I wish I could find what

(cont. from page 1)
the Events Center, but will be in a
rented building, preferably near the
State Hospital.
Nitta explained that the eenter
will consist of five levels of teaching
sports skills to the mentally disabled.
At the first level, the center will
serve as a drop-in activity center
enabling the clients to observe others
in more advanced skills such as dance
or intramural sports.
The second level would be the ac
tual participation of the client, get
ting him into physical condition.
The third level consists of sports
skills training, letting the client sam
ple a variety of different sports.
The fourth level has the client
participating in intramural sports,
playing against teams within the cen
ter. The fifth level consists of extra
mural sports in which the client
competes with city recreation teams.
The UOP psychology department
was recently notified that the Com
munity Re-entry Program description
is scheduled for publication in the
Program Handbook of Excellence,
published by the State Department of
Mental Health. They competed with
approximately 300 other communitybased mental health programs state
wide for this honor.

Martin Burt speaks out at Publication Board meeting

New pub board gears up for fall
such as appointing an editor-in-chief
for next semester.
It was decided that applications
should be made available in The
Communications Department by
April 27. Completed applications
should be in by May 3 and applicants
will be interviewed on the following
Monday.
Coverage df ASUOP became an
issue lor the Board when President
Martin Burt asked that ASUOP be
guaranteed a section of The.
Pacifican.

Burt pointed out the unnecessary
expense to students of putting out the
ASUOP Gazette which has a small
circulation, and asked that some <
space be set aside at no charge for
ASUOP's use.
Fox responded that such a
I
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Weekend with the Moonies

Re-entry program

A new Pacifican Publication
Board faced a lot of old problems and
some new ones as it met for the first
time last Monday.
Following the election of UOP
Public Relations Director Doyle Minden as Board Chairman, the
discussion turned to the recent con
troversy over academic qualifications
of student representatives.
The March 13 student election of
sophomore Steve Chan to the Board
brought a protest by Pacifican
Editor-in-chief Sharon Fox oh the
grounds that Chan does not meet the
charter's qualifications regulation
which states that candidates for the
position must have completed a
college-level journalism course with
at least a "C" grade.
Fox took her protest to the three
ratifying bodies of the charter. The
ASUOP judicial committee decided
on what they term a "liberal inter
pretation" of the charter in ruling in
favor of Chan. The Academic Coun
cil and The Executive Policy Com
mittee declined to take action, con
tending that they have no jurisdiction
in the matter.^
Board member Alan Mikels, a
member of the committee that drew
up the charter, agreed with Pacifican
advisor Munir Nasser that the intent
of the requirement was to provide an
academic background in journalism
and it was further agreed that a praeticum such as Chan has had is not
equivalent to the requirement.
The Publication Board put aside
further discussion to a later meeting
in order to get on with other business

_

guarantee enters into editorial policy
which cannot be decided by the
Board but rather must be left up to
individual editors.
Discussion of the budget came in
to focus when student member John
Adams brought up possible increases
in staff salaries which currently
amount to only a few cents per hour.
The discussion came to a standstill
however as no information on either
the current or projected budget was
readily available.
The new board, including other
new members Sue Keenom, Pacifican
representataive; and Pam Clemens
and Oliver Stark, ASUOP represen
tatives, adjourned with plans to meet
again on May 7 to appoint the new
editor.
•
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Jutt? expressed the opinion
you have.' They really loved that."
A lot of the people that are while he doesn't approve of the ro^
provided
by j,
drawn into the church are people that existence
organization
he
does
believe
than
have no place to go, according to
fills
a
need.
Jutt. "They are people on the road,
By Tra
"The communal lifestyle ji(fJ
transients. They are alone and
people
a
role.
It's
a
cure
In
Pacific**
somewhat predisposed to the lifestyle
loneliness and for emptiness,
of the Moonies.
Zeta Salisbur
Jutt said that there was a provides a place and sense 0|
day
in 1965 bee;
definite effort to keep himself and his belonging."
Her family was a
When asked about drug use
companions separated, as they took
lot of free time ai
brainwashing
techniques he repli#
them aside for one-on-one conver
something with h
that he had heard a lot of opinions,
sations.
She found th;
"The guy who talked to me told but tended to agree with those who
me ahout having been a hippie and , point out that the Moonies don't have
about how the program changed his any special techniques that no
life and so on. He presented the else has heard about.
project as an attractive answer to a
"The alarm may not be'that
lot common of problems."
valid. There is no pressure, no
After dinner, which Jutt says was force—at least not to get people to
very skimpy, there was a film about join. Later on they are made to give
"a nice park in Mendocino" which up a lot. But for the freedom the
happens to be the Moonies' somewhat sacrifice, they gain security.
infamous Booneville Ranch.
"It
"Trite though it may sound,"
showed people working together and , concluded, "we do live in a socfe
having a lot of fun. And there just | where for some, freedom js an.un
happened to be a bus leaving San manageable commodity. That is
Francisco for Booneville that night."
where religion has its role, andthatis
Several people went. They were, where the Unification Church has its
according to Jutt, people who had no ' role. The unfortunate aspect is th Miv
where they had to be, and no par exploitation of people for Moons
ticular direction.
business interests."

Shooting follow-up
progresses slowly Adjus'
Much action is being taken, but
some big questions remain unan
swered five weeks after the Carter
House shooting incident.
Although the original report
from Stockton Police Department
listed the shooting as an accidental
discharge, an accompanying stab
wound and a general reluctance
among witnesses which include
several HEP students to discuss the
occurrence have lead campus
security to further pursue the in
cident.
"We have picked up where
Stockton PD left off in trying to find
out exactly what happened," said
Security Chief Norm Askew.
He supported the speculation
that the shooting was touched off by
a non-student, but added, "I can't say
that we'll ever rea'lly know what
Happened."

many individuals of this area who
have interests in collecting both fine
arts and antiques," said Larry
Walker, chairman of the Art Depart
ment.
Walker added that Sotheby
Parke Bernet last year handled the
sale of a $1 million Albrecht Durer
watercolor, a $296,000 painting by
Rembrandt, and a $1.2 million
Byzantine ivory plaque of Christ.
"This is the first time that a
representative of this internationally
acclaimed auction house has ap
peared in the Stockton area," con
cluded Walker.
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Sotheby director to discuss art
offices in 16 countries, is a 250-yearold firm that consistently sells more
than $300 million worth of art an
A representative of one the
nually.
world's largest and most famous art
Clark, the public relations direc
auction houses will visit Campus
tor of the company, has been with the
Monday.
firm for 20 years. He previously en
Brigadier Stanley Clark, one of
joyed a variety of careers that in
the directors of Sotheby Parke Bernet,
cluded
being a seaman, author,
Inc. of London, will discuss "The Fun
traveler,
military officer and jour
and Fortune of Fine Art Collecting."
nalist.
His 7 p.m. talk in the Regents
"We are extremely pleased to
Dining Room at Anderson Hall is
sponsored by the UOP Art Depart- . have someone of Brigadier Clark's
background visit Stockton, and we
ment and the Friends of the Art
are sur» his comments will be most
Department.
important and appropriate for the
Sotheby Parke Bernet, which has

The incident left Carter Ho®
residents shaken and very mud'8111
cerned about the possibility o( W
problems. An exchange of M*5
with President McCaffrey aid'
meeting with Student Life
ministrators have lead to discussi0"
of the problem, but the most coi -a,
action has come from the $
program itself.
.
Acting director Jose Juarez P (
an all-campus curfew into effeetas
March 30 for the HEP students**
provides that thev be out no
they
than 11 p.m. Sunday through
day and no later than 1 a.m.011
day and Saturday.
ft
There are bed checks each
and so far Juarez report5
violations.
Although there 1
specific list of action to be ta
violators are dealt with h)
disciplinary action board »
wod
penalties range from extra
suspension.
, jit

recently implemented
campus visitors are permilifted i"
students' rooms or even on the ^
pus.
The point of this, says
to "eliminate outside forces, i
these forces, he states, that ca
problems. "They have pot 1 ^
stake. Our students suffer I
sequences."
^1
Chief Askew comment'1' ^
'tremendous amount of coop8
from people in the HEP
r;
and ^f»^
saying that both Juarez a""
director Jose Alva have done3
job.
J
The students have been
understanding," Juarez added^ ^
for
know this is necessary
program to survive."
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